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World Coins

Africa

1003. ALGERIA: AR octagonal medal (19.20g), 1851, Lec-72, 37mm,
Banque de l'Algérie: personification of the bank shaking hands
with a native Algerian (engraved by Gayrard) // wreathed text, AU,
R, ex CGB Auction 25, Lot 1718, sold for €515 
(original envelope included) $150 - 200

1004. ANGOLA: Maria I, 1786-1799, AR 2 macutas (2.57g), 1796,
KM-35, nicely toned, VF $120 - 160

1005. ANGOLA: Maria I, 1786-1799, AR 4 macutas (5.60g), 1796,
KM-32, two small scratches and some light adhestions on the
obverse, bold strike, choice VF $140 - 180

1006. ANGOLA: Maria I, 1786-1799, AR 8 macutas (11.48g), 1789,
KM-34, scarce date, attractive toning, VF $200 - 250

1007. BIAFRA: AR pound, 1969, KM-6, lustrous BU $140 - 180

1008. BRITISH WEST AFRICA: George V, 1910-1936, uniface brass 
6 pence, 1920-KN, KM-—, trial strike in brass for a type struck in
tin-brass for circulation (KM-11b), double thickness (not noted on
the slab), RRR, PCGS graded Specimen 66 , 
ex King’s Norton Mint Collection $1,300 - 1,500

Only 2 pieces known before King’s Norton Mint release, now
perhaps between 5 and 10 pieces. NGC & PCGS have each

slabbed only 1 piece (MS-62BN for NGC and this piece at PCGS).

1009. CAMEROUN: zinc tally, Batouri porter’s tally, hexagonal, pierced
for hanging, uniface, VF-EF, RRR $100 - 120

Batouri is the main community in the Kadey district 
of the East Province of Cameroun.

1010. EAST AFRICA: George V, 1910-1936, copper-nickel 10 cents,
1920-H, KM-14, VF, R $100 - 150

1011. EAST AFRICA: George V, 1910-1936, nickel piéfort cent,
1924-KN, KM-—, trial strike in nickel for a type struck in copper for 
circulation (KM-22), double thickness (not noted on the slab), only
2 examples of both varieties (normal & double thickness) seen by
PCGS (both graded SP65), PCGS graded Specimen 65, RRR, 
ex King’s Norton Mint Collection $750 - 950

The trial strikes for this type were unknown before the release of the 
mint archives.
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1012. EGYPT: AR medal (16.42g), L'AN VII (1798), Lec-4, French
conquest of Lower Egypt (basse Égypte): Personification of Nile
resting, leaning against a sphinx, engraved by Brenet // the three
pyramids of Gizeh, engraved by Denon; plain edge, 
Choice EF, RR $800 - 900

Likely struck before 1808, as an example with a large obverse cud
was engraved for a marriage in 1808, whence the dies must have

deteriorated before that year.

Two Important Egypgian Rarities:
London Mint Proof of Record Specimens

1013. EGYPT: Fuad, king, 1922-1936, AR 10 piastres, 1933//AH1352,
KM-350, London Mint Proof of Record specimen, of which only
two proof examples are known (the other known specimen was
deaccessioned from the Melbourne mint museum in Australia
some years ago), essentially as struck but for cabinet toning over
deeply mirrored fields consistent with the finest workmanship of
the Royal Mint, RRR, PCGS graded Proof 64 $6,500 - 8,500

One of the greatest rarities of modern Egypt, never released to the
public in proof, and much rarer than the 1937 Farouk silver proofs.
This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to acquire this type in proof.

1014. EGYPT: Fuad, king, 1922-1936, AR 20 piastres, 1933//AH1352,
KM-352, London Mint Proof of Record specimen, of which only
three proof examples are known (all graded by PCGS or NGC,
two as PF64, one as PF63), never released to the general public,
like the 10 piastres intended either for donation to museums or to
be kept in the Royal Mint cabinets, RRR, 
PCGS graded Proof 64 $9,000 - 11,000

Another of the greatest rarities of modern Egypt, and a magnificent
mate to the 10 piastre 1933//AH1352 in this auction (Lot #1013).

1015. EGYPT: Fuad, king, 1922-1936, AE medal, 1927, BHM-4211;
Eimer-2007, 72mm, Official Visit to Britain, bronze medal by Percy 
Metcalf and Charles Leighfield Doman (reverse), uniformed bust
left, wearing fez with name and titles in Arabic // conjoined busts
of Egyptia and Britannia to left, in high relief, legend in exergual
cartouche, RR, UNC $700 - 900

The Mint Report (1931) reports 124 specimens struck in gold, silver
and bronze and whilst it does not break this down further it must be

assumed that the majority were in bronze. As well as a formal
reception at Guildhall in London, on 5 July 1927, King Fuad’s visit

included a trip to Horrocksis Cotton Mill in Preston, Lancashire, and
staying with Mrs. Greville at Polsedon Lacey. A similar example sold 

in our Auction 17, Lot 1805 for $1100. 

Photo size reduced.

1016. EGYPT: Farouk, 1936-1952, AR medal (37.47g), 1949, 42mm,
Unifcation of the Egyptian Court System: king’s bust // symbols 
of justice, hallmark on reverse at 7:00, lightly gilt, 
choice AU, R $240 - 300

1017. EGYPT: bi-metallic pound (8.49g), ND, KM-940, mint error, 
both sides struck from reverse dies (the date appears on the
obverse, hence undated), UNC, R $100 - 120

1018. EGYPT: steel pound (5.53g), 2008/AH1429, KM-940a/var, mint
error, struck with dies for the bi-metallic one pound on the wrong
magnetic planchet, probably the planchet intended for either the
25 piastres type KM-991 or the 50 piastres type KM-942.2 or for a
foreign coin, UNC, R $100 - 120

1019. EGYPT: Proof Set, 1964/AH1384, KM-PS2, SET of 5, 10, 25, and
50 qirsh, in original plastic cellophane, with original trapezoidal
box, all in choice Proof condition; set of 4 pieces, R $100 - 120
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1020. ETHIOPIA: Menelik II, 1889-1913, AR mahaleki, EE1885
(1892/93), KM-1, struck for use in Harar province, which was
seized by Menelik II in 1887, fabulous strike, almost certainly one
of the finest known (in an old PCGS holder and should have been
graded as uncirculated), 
PCGS graded AU58 Secure Holder $1,100 - 1,500

This piece was sold at Heritage Signature Auction 3024, Lot 23769,
for $3250, in this same PCGS holder.

1021. ETHIOPIA: Menelik II, 1889-1913, AR ½ birr, EE1887
(1894/95)-A, KM-4, Y-8, toned, type with lion's left foreleg
raised, EF $160 - 180

1022. ETHIOPIA: Menelik II, 1889-1913, AR ½ birr, EE1889 (1896),
KM-4, EF $120 - 160

1023. ETHIOPIA: AV coronation medal imitation (6.71g), ND, cf.
Gill-S14, 25mm gold local imitation coronation medal for Haile
Selassie I, crowned bust left of Haile Salassie with Ethiopian
legend around (“Haile Selassie the First : King of Kings of
Ethiopia”) // Throne of Solomon between two angels with crowned
lion passant facing right and carrying standard, with small
Ethiopian legend below (“The Lion of the Tribe of Judah hath
Conquered”), all within crowned drapery, with Ethiopian legend at
bottom (“Ethiopia Shall Stretch Forth Her Hands to God”), heavily
stylized, apparently a local imitation, plain edge, EF $450 - 550

1024. FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA: pattern 40 francs, Paris mint,
ND (1958), KM-Pn1, Lec-20, aluminum-bronze pattern by Robert
Cochet, lion head left, mintage of only 33 coins, 
NGC graded MS66, RR $500 - 700

Robert Cochet (1903 - 1988) was a French artist medal engraver,
born in 1903. He studied at the École Nationale Supérieure des

Beaux-Arts de Paris and specialised in creating designs for medals,
coinage and small works in bronze.

1025. FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA: pattern 40 francs, Paris mint,
ND (1958), KM-—, Lec-21, aluminum-bronze pattern by Raymond
Corbin, mask at center, mintage of only 33 coins, 
NGC graded MS64, RR $500 - 700

1026. FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA: pattern 40 francs, Paris mint,
ND (1958), KM-Pn3, Lec-22, aluminum-bronze pattern by
Delannoy, mask within a diamond frame at center, mintage of only 
33 coins, NGC graded MS64, RR $500 - 700

1027. FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA: pattern 40 francs, Paris mint,
ND (1958), KM-—, Lec-23, aluminum-bronze pattern by A. Galtiet, 
native female bust right, mintage of only 33 coins, 
NGC graded MS64, RR $500 - 700

1028. FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA: pattern 40 francs, Paris mint,
ND (1958), KM-Pn5, Lec-24, aluminum-bronze pattern by
Raymond Joly, native female head right, mintage of only 33 coins,
NGC graded MS66, RR $500 - 700

1029. FRENCH EQUATORIAL AFRICA: pattern 40 francs, Paris mint,
ND (1958), KM-Pn6, Lec-25, aluminum-bronze pattern by Lay,
water buffalo head facing front, mintage of only 33 coins, 
NGC graded MS66, RR $500 - 700

These French Equatorial Africa patterns were struck as part of the
1958 coin design competition (Concours Monétaire de 1958).

(see Lots 1024 to 1029).
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1030. GUINEA: FOUTAH DJALON: aluminum 5 francs pattern, 
1894, Lec-4, lion walking left, crescent above, KAHEL below //
Arabic sandarvâl in oval (for the French entrepreneur 
Olivier de Sanderval), 
PCGS graded SP58 Secure Holder, RRR $3,500 - 4,500

1031. ITALIAN SOMALILAND: SET of 3 silver and 3 copper coins:
KM-1, AE besa 1909 (Fine); KM-2, AE 2 besa 1924 (EF, touch of
minor porosity in obverse field); KM-3, AE 4 besa 1909 (VF);
KM-4, AR quarto di rupia 1910 (VF); KM-5, mezza rupia 1910
(VF-EF); and KM-6, una rupia 1910 (EF, surface hairlines); 
set of 6 pieces $280 - 325

1032. MADAGASCAR: Ranavalona III, 1883-1896, AE 10 centimes,
1883, Bruce-X1, specimen strike (E)ssai, fully struck, 
NGC graded MS63 RB $400 - 500

1033. MOMBASA: AE pice, 1888-H, KM-1.3, medium letters both sides,
NGC graded SP-62 BN $150 - 200

1034. MOROCCO: al-Hasan I, 1873-1894, AE ½ falus, Fès, AH1306,
Y-B1, Lec-14, formerly classified as 1 mazouna or 1/8 mouzouna,
but ½ falus is now considered the correct denominational name,
NGC graded MS62 RB, RRR $1,100 - 1,400

This piece was sold at Heritage Signature Sale 3021, Lot 22345.

1035. MOROCCO: al-Hasan I, 1873-1894, AE falus, Fès, AH1306, 
Y-1, Lec-44, formerly classified as 2½ mazounas or ¼ mouzouna, 
but falus is now considered the correct denominational name,
environmental damage (very modest), 
NGC graded AU details, RRR $900 - 1,100

The Fès coppers dated AH1306 are also considered patterns for the 
AH1310 series, but it remains debated whether a pattern or for

circulation, given their rarity, though most known specimens have at 
least some wear or corrosion. (See also lot 1034 above).

This piece was sold at Heritage Signature 
Sale 3021, Lot 22346.

1036. MOROCCO: al-Hasan I, 1873-1894, AR 2½ dirhams, Paris,
AH1299, Y-6, Lec-132, a very pleasing example! 
NGC graded MS63 $75 - 100

1037. MOROCCO: Hassan II, 1961-1999, copper-nickel dirham,
1974//AH1394, Y-—, satin proof surfaces, PCGS graded SP65
Secure Holder , ex King’s Norton Mint Collection $250 - 350

Only 2 pieces were found in the King’s Norton archives, both now
SP65, and none remain to be released.

1038. MOROCCO: Hassan II, 1961-1999, AV 250 dirhams,
1975/AH1395, Y-66, Schön-67, dated the 9th of July, the king’s
birthday, NGC graded AU58 $260 - 300

1039. MOROCCO: Hassan II, 1961-1999, AV 250 dirhams,
1977//AH1397, Y-66, Schön-67, dated the 9th of July, the king’s
birthday, NGC graded MS65 $325 - 400

1040. MOROCCO: Hassan II, 1961-1999, AV 200 dirhams,
1990/AH1411, Y-90var, Schön-99a, commemorating the 15th
Anniversary of the King’s visit, surface hairlines, 
NGC graded UNC Details, RR $2,000 - 2,400

Mintage recorded as just 30 pieces in gold. 
None have appeared on the market in recent years.

1041. SIERRA LEONE: AE penny, 1791, KM-2.1, Sierra Leone
Company - Africa, NGC graded PF63 BR. WINGS $350 - 400
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1042. SOMALIA: AV 100 shillings, 2016, national coat of arms //
majestic elephant tromping through the savannah, 
1/10 ounce pure gold minted at the Bavarian State Mint in
Germany, Proof $125 - 150

1043. SOUTH AFRICA: AV pond, 1892, KM-10.2, Fr-2, Hern-Z45,
single-shaft wagon tongue (common type, but the year 1892 of
this type is very rare), “removed from jewelry”, NGC graded AU
details, RR, ex Henry Christensen sale (ca. 1965), 
with original envelope $1,400 - 1,600

Despite the “removed from jewelry” designation, there is no trace at
all of mounting or jewelry use, but the obverse only has been lightly

cleaned.  The reverse is highly detailed and retains good luster.

1044. SOUTH AFRICA: George VI, 1937-1952, Proof Set, 1947,
KM-PS19, nice quality, silver coins attractively toned, copper
mostly with original color, mintage of 2600 sets, with original case
(case somewhat battered), set of 9 coins, S $300 - 350

1045. SOUTH AFRICA: Elizabeth I, 1952-1960, Proof Set, 1954,
KM-PS30, gem quality, in original case, silver is toned, copper
mostly with original color, mintage of 2250 sets, 
set of 9 coins, S $100 - 120

1046. SOUTH AFRICA: Elizabeth I, 1952-1960, Proof Set, 1955,
KM-PS33, gem quality, in original case, silver is toned, copper
mostly with original color, mintage of 2250 sets, 
set of 9 coins, S $100 - 120

1047. SOUTH AFRICA: Elizabeth I, 1952-1960, Proof Set, 1957,
KM-PS39, gem quality, in original case, silver is toned, copper
mostly with original color, mintage of 750 sets, 
set of 9 coins, R $100 - 120

1048. SOUTH AFRICA: Elizabeth I, 1952-1960, Proof Set, 1958,
KM-PS42, gem quality, in original case, silver is toned, copper
mostly with original color, mintage of 625 sets, 
set of 9 coins, R $100 - 120

1049. SUDAN: Abdullah ibn Mohammed, 1885-1898, BI 2 piastres
(2.35g), Omdurman, AH1310 year 8, KM-9, plain borders on both
sides, nice Fine, R $100 - 140

1050. ZAIRE: brass 10 zaires, 1988, KM-19var, bust of Joseph Mobutu
// denomination, PCGS graded Specimen 66 Secure Holder , 
ex King’s Norton Mint Collection $170 - 200

Only 2 pieces were found in the King’s Norton archives, 
both slabbed by PCGS.

1051. ZANZIBAR: Sultan Barghash b. Sa’id, 1870-1888, AR riyal
(27.15g), AH1299, KM-4, EF $400 - 500

1052. ZANZIBAR: Sultan Barghash b. Sa’id, 1870-1888, AR riyal
(27.15g), AH1299, KM-4, EF-AU $500 - 600

1053. ZANZIBAR: Sultan Barghash b. Sa’id, 1870-1888, AR riyal
(27.13g), AH1299, KM-4, lovely EF $400 - 500

The Americas

1054. ANGUILLA: AR liberty dollar, 1967, KM-X4, countermarked on
Yemen riyal of 1963/AH1382 (Y-31), EF, R $110 - 150
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1055. ARGENTINA: AR medal (129g), July 1911, 72mm, navigation of
the Bermejo River by 2 jungle steamships // text only, naming the
President, D. Roque Sáenz Peña & the minister of public works,
Dr. Ezaquiel Ramos Mexia, masterful engraving on the obverse,
choice AU, RR, ex Richard Stuart Collection $180 - 220

The constuction of the Bermejo navigatory route was never
completed, despite decades of work.

Photo size reduced.

1056. ARGENTINA: BUENOS AIRES: AR 10 decimos (14.24g), 1830,
KM-4, off-center strike, overstruck on type KM-3 (5/10 real), some
original luster, remarkable production error, EF-AU, RR $200 - 300

1057. ARGENTINA: CÓRDOBA: AR 2 reales, 1849, KM-27, CJ-57.1.1,
some weakness along edge, EF $120 - 140

1058. BARBADOS: AR ½ penny (10.19g), 1792, KM-Tn9, crowned bust
left // crowned Neptune riding the waves on a chariot driven by
seahorses, lovely EF $200 - 250

1059. BOLIVIA: Carlos III, 1759-1788, AR 4 reales, 1770-PTS, KM-49,
assayer JR, lovely example, evenly worn, nearly VF $120 - 160

1060. BOLIVIA: AR 8 soles (26.73g), 1851-PTS, KM-109, assayer FM,
magnificent bold strike, much original luster, very scarce in this
quality, UNC $300 - 350

1061. BOLIVIA: LOT of seven 2 reales coins: Philip V 1710-P Y KM-29
cob (VG); Carlos III 1768 P VY KM-43 cob (VG), 1770JR KM-48
Pillar no dot (Fine), 1786PR KM-53 (VF); Carlos IV 1806PJ
KM-71 (Fine), 1808PJ KM-71 (VG); and Fernando VII 1816PJ
KM-83 (AU lt PVC), retail value $850, lot of 7 pieces $450 - 650

1062. BOLIVIA: LOT of 2 lovely encapsulated silver coins: 4 soles
1830-PTS, assayer JL (NGC, EF45); and 8 soles 1860-PTS,
assayer FJ (PCGS, EF45, lovely bold strike); retail value $125, 
lot of 2 slabs $90 - 110

1063. BRAZIL: Pedro II, 1683-1706, AR 640 reis (19.35g), 1695,
KM-83.1, Gomes-25.01, iridescent toning, AU $300 - 400

1064. BRAZIL: João VI, 1806-1822, AR 960 reis, 1819-R, KM-326.1,
overstruck on Chilean volcano peso of the type struck 1817-1819,
with the ash plume visible around the denomination “960 reis”,
beautifully toned, NGC graded MS62 $350 - 450

1065. BRAZIL: Pedro I, 1822-1831, AR 960 reis, 1823-R, KM-368.1,
struck over 1816 Spanish Colonial 8 reales, SIGNO above crown,
nice original tone, NGC graded MS63 $200 - 300
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1066. BRAZIL: Pedro I, 1822-1831, AR 960 reis, 1824-R, KM-368.1,
struck over undetermined host, nice natural toning, variety with 
28 tulips, NGC graded MS62 $200 - 300

1067. BRAZIL: 100 reis, 1901, KM-503, unlisted in proof in KM, 
NGC graded Proof 66 $400 - 600

1068. BRAZIL: AR medal (56.52g), 1906, 50mm, Completion of the
2500 km railway from São Paulo to Rio Grande: port of 
São Francisco // map of southern Brazil, showing the railway;
medal produced by Devambez in Paris, moderate surface
hairlines, EF $80 - 100

Photo size reduced.

Brazil Group Lots

1069. BRAZIL: LOT of 8 silver 1000 reis: KM-465: 1857, 1859, 1860,
1860/50, 1861, 1862, and 1863; and KM-481: 1876; all graded by
NGC as MS-63, and most are gorgeous examples with light
original toning; retail value $800; lot of 8 pieces $500 - 600

1070. BRAZIL: LOT of 3 silver 2000 reis: KM-466: 1855, 1863, and
1865; all graded MS-61 by NGC; all with lovely original toning;
retail value $325; lot of 3 pieces $240 - 280

1071. BRAZIL: LOT of 10 silver 2000 reis: KM-485, all dated 1889 and
all graded by NGC as “AU details, surface hairlines”, 
retail value $450; lot of 10 pieces $240 - 280

1072. BRAZIL: LOT of 3 silver 2000 reis: KM-462: 1851 and 1852; and
KM-466: 1856; all graded MS-61 by NGC; all with lovely original
toning; retail value $250; lot of 3 pieces $180 - 220

1073. BRAZIL: LOT of 5 silver 2000 reis: KM-485, all dated 1888 and all 
graded by NGC as “AU details, surface hairlines”, 
retail value $250; lot of 5 pieces $110 - 140

1074. BRITISH GUIANA: George III, 1760-1820, AR 3 guilders, 
1809, KM-8, Essequibo & Demerary, usual weakness of strike, 
attractive VF $325 - 425

1075. BRITISH HONDURAS: Victoria, 1837-1901, AR 10 cents, 1894,
KM-8, Y-3, attractive natural old toning, one-year type, 
lustrous AU $220 - 260

1076. BRITISH HONDURAS: Victoria, 1837-1901, AR 50 cents, 1896,
KM-10, light surface hairlines, EF $100 - 120

Canada

1077. LOWER CANADA: AE penny, 1837, Charl-PC-2A1, Mule of 1842
PC-2A obverse and 1837 LC-9A reverse (and hence has the 1837 
date), City Bank on ribbon, EF, R, ex John J. Ford. Jr. Collection
(with auction ticket and Ford envelope) $700 - 800

According to Charlton, it was believed by Courteau that PC-2A1 was
issued in early 1842, prior to the release of the 1842 pennies (PC-2B).

1078. NEWFOUNDLAND: Victoria, 1837-1901, AR 5 cents, 1873,
KM-2, variety #2, without the dot between VICTORIA and
NEWFOUNDLAND, Very Good, R $120 - 160
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1079. UPPER CANADA: AE penny, 1850, KM-Tn3, produced by Rowe,
Kentish & Co., London, England, NGC graded MS64 RB $150 - 200

1080. CANADA: Louis XV, 1715-1774, BI 2 sols, 1738-A, KM-500.1var
(listed under France by KM), Cr-6, Vlack-15, sou marque, rare
variety with stop after fox, the mint director’s mark, uneven strike,
VF, R8 (Vlack) $100 - 150

1081. CANADA: Victoria, 1837-1901, AR 50 cents, 1870-LCW, KM-5,
with initials L.C.W. on the truncation, dark surfaces, 
still pleasing, VF-EF $130 - 150

1082. CANADA: Victoria, 1867-1901, cent, 1876-H, KM-7, 
NGC graded MS62 BR , ex Daniel K. Ching Collection $100 - 120

1083. CANADA: AE medal (118.4g), 1879, LeRoux-1464, 64mm bronze
medal for the Industrial Exhibition Association of Toronto by
Elkington & Co., arms of the City of Toronto with circular vignettes
around of a painter, farmer, mechanic, and farmer’s wife, with
INDUSTRY INTELLIGENCE INTEGRITY on ribbon below and
INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITION ASSOCIATION OF TORONTO around
// Exhibition palace within inner circle with maple leaf wreath
around, hints of red, plain edge, Choice AU, 
R4 (LeRoux) $150 - 200

Photo size reduced.

1084. CHILE: Republic, AV 8 escudos, 1839-So, KM-104.1, assayer IJ,
plumed and supported national arms // Liberty standing, column at 
left, fasces and cornucopia at right, Fine $1,000 - 1,100

1085. CHILE: Republic, AR peso, 1884-So, KM-142.1, nice strike, fully
lustrous, NGC graded MS63 $150 - 300

1086. CHILE: Republic, AR 10 pesos (44.43g), 1968, KM-186, 45mm,
Arrival of Liberation Fleet in 1820 under command of Lord
Cochrane, mintage of only 1,215 pieces, iridescent toning, 
Proof, S $110 - 150

1087. COLOMBIA: Fernando VII, 1808-1819, AR ¼ real, 1817-NR,
KM-67.1, NGC graded AU55, R $550 - 650

1088. CUBA: AR souvenir peso, 1897, Bruce-15.2. El-1. Y-1, 
high relief variety with wide date (the rarest of the two varieties)
and “PAT.97.” on truncation, toned, mintage of only 828 pieces,
lustrous AU, R $500 - 600
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1089. CUBA: AE token (4.81g), ND (1877-9), cf. Rulau-Hav 67, token for 
Lopez y Badia, design is identical to Rulau-Hav 67 except for
reverse legend which reads * E LOPEZ Y BADIA * * * * 12 PLAZA
REAL 12 *, is not a Lauer product, as Rulau mentions, plain edge, 
24mm, VF $60 - 80

1090. CUBA: 10 centavos token (3.84g), ND (1882), Rulau-Mat 125,
21mm copper-nickel token for E. Deschapelles, Ingenio Eden
Park, Navajas, Matanzas Province, coat of arms with tiny G and L
below // INGENIO EDEN PARK*E.DESCHAPELLES * around
large central figure “10", plain edge, UNC $60 - 80

1091. CUBA: SET of 4 coins dated 1953 for the Marti Centennial (the
last 3 silver) (KM-MS1): 1 centavo, 25 centavos, 50 centavos, and
1 peso, all in BU condition; set of 4 pieces $100 - 140

1092. DANISH WEST INDIES: Christian IX, 1863-1906, AR 5 cents,
1878, KM-69, sailing ship, NGC graded PL-65 $200 - 300

1093. DOMINICA: AR moco (1½ bits) (2.13g), ND (1798), KM-1,
Prid-22, stamped on a cut section of another silver coin, 15
crenulations, cursive D radiate, star within the D, authorized 
by a ruling in September 1798, Choice VF $120 - 160

1094. DOMINICAN REPUBLIC: AR 5 francos, 1891-A, KM-12, lightly
cleaned, but retoning nicely, one-year type, AU $250 - 300

1095. ECUADOR: AR 4 reales, 1843, KM-24, assayer MV, somewhat
crude, Fine $150 - 200

1096. ECUADOR: AR ¼ real, 1849, KM-36, assayer GJ, lightly toned,
pleasing EF-AU $150 - 200

1097. GUADELOUPE: copper-nickel franc, 19—, KM-E5var, Lec-52,
essai or trial strike (without the word ESSAI), plain edge, round
planchet, medal rotation, non-dated trial for the 1903 or 1921
issue, fully lustrous, seems undergraded by NGC, 
NGC graded MS63, RRR $800 - 1,000

Guatemala
Including coins from The Richard Stuart Collection

1098. GUATEMALA: Fernando VI, 1746-1759, AR 8 reales, 1760-G,
KM-18, Gilboy-G-8-7, Elizondo-11, assayer P, Pillar issue,
posthumous striking, better date, NGC graded AU Details
(Repaired) , ex Richard Stuart Collection $500 - 700

After much searching, we can find no repair on this coin.

1099. GUATEMALA: Carlos III, 1759-1788, AR 4 reales, 1768-G,
KM-26, Gilboy-G-4-17, assayer P, Pillar issue, NGC graded VF25
ex Richard Stuart Collection $500 - 600

1100. GUATEMALA: Carlos III, 1759-1788, AR 8 reales, 1766-G,
KM-27.1, Gilboy-G-8-15, Elizondo-18, assayer P, Pillar issue,
NGC graded VF details (plugged), R (Gilboy), 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $150 - 250
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1101. GUATEMALA: Carlos III, 1759-1788, AR 8 reales, 1772-G,
KM-36.1, assayer P, two-year type, nice original tone, 
NGC graded AU Details (smoothing below date) , 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $200 - 400

1102. GUATEMALA: Carlos IV, 1788-1808, AR 2 reales, 1795-NG,
KM-51, assayer M, nice original tone, NGC graded AU58 , 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $150 - 250

1103. GUATEMALA: Fernando VII, 1808-1821, AR 8 reales, 1820-NG,
KM-69, assayer M, original tone, NGC graded EF45 , 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $125 - 250

1104. GUATEMALA: AR peso, 1872, KM-197.1, assayer P, toned,
two-year type, NGC graded AU55 , 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $150 - 250

Tied with others for second highest graded by NGC, 
with one graded higher.

1105. GUATEMALA: AR peso, 1889, KM-208, lovely example of this
very rare date, with a mintage of only 6,794 pieces, 
NGC graded AU55, RR, ex Whittier Collection $1,100 - 1,300

1106. GUATEMALA: AR ½ quetzal, 1925, KM-241.1, variety with
NOBLES below scroll, great luster, AU $120 - 200

1107. GUATEMALA: AE centavo, 1929, KM-247, lovely brown glossy
color with hints of red, NGC graded Proof 66, S $700 - 800

This coin is the highest graded by NGC.

1108. GUATEMALA:SET of three 1932 brass pieces: ½ centavo
(KM-248.1) PF64, 1 centavo (KM-249) PF63, and 2 centavos
PF64, all certified by NGC, struck in London without mintmark,
retail value $1450, set of 3 items,, R $1,200 - 1,450

The 1 centavo is the highest graded by NGC.

1109. GUATEMALA: centavo, 1939, KM-249, brass issue minted in
London without mintmark, 
PCGS graded Proof 64 Secure Holder, S $500 - 600
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1110. HONDURAS: AE 5 pesos, 1908, as KM-53, copper off-metal
strike, NGC graded MS61 BN , 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $800 - 900

This coin is the only piece of this type so far 
graded by NGC (July 2017).

Mexico

1111. MEXICO: Carlos and Juana, 1516-1556, AR real (3.35g), ND
(1542-55)-M, KM-9, assayer G, late series, mintmark M and
assayer letter G bold, unlisted combination in KM, 
NGC graded EF45 $175 - 275

This coin is the highest graded by NGC.

1112. MEXICO: Carlos and Juana, 1516-1556, AR 2 reales (6.90g), ND 
(1542-55)-Mo, KM-12, assayer O, late series, mintmark and
assayer letters bold, NGC graded EF40 $300 - 400

1113. MEXICO: Carlos and Juana, 1516-1556, AR 4 reales (12.20g),
ND (1542-55)-M, KM-18, assayer A over G, late series, toned,
scarce over-assayer (not noted on holder), KM values at $4500 in
EF! NGC graded AU55 $400 - 800

1114. MEXICO: Carlos III, 1759-1788, AR 8 reales (26.85g), 1768-Mo,
KM-96, assayer MF, popular “pillar dollar”, evenly worn, 
Choice VF $140 - 180

1115. MEXICO: Carlos IV, 1788-1808, AR 8 reales, 1802-Mo, KM-109,
assayer FT, pleasing light tone, NGC graded MS62 $400 - 500

1116. MEXICO: Carlos IV, 1788-1808, AR 8 reales, 1805-Mo, KM-109,
assayer TH, variety with narrow date, NGC graded AU55 $400 - 500

1117. MEXICO: Carlos IV, 1788-1808, AR 8 reales, 1807-Mo, KM-109,
assayer TH, well struck, NGC graded MS61 $400 - 500

1118. MEXICO: Fernando VII, 1808-1821, AR medal (60.12g), 1809,
Grove-F38, Herrera-34, Medina-320, 49mm silver proclamation
medal of the University of Mexico City by J. M. Guerrero,
uniformed bust of Fernando VII left wearing the Golden Order of
the Fleece with “(rosette)FERDINANDVS VII BORBONIVS REX
CATHOLICVS(rosette)” around // seated Minerva holding lance
and shield with bookshelf, owl, and globe in background with
POES. ET. ELOQVENT. GERT. CONST. MEX. ACAD. around
and “J.M.GUERRERO INVENTO Y / G.EN M.A.DE 1809.” in
exergue, large cud at 11:00 on the obverse, plain edge, wonderful
light tone, Choice AU $1,000 - 1,200

All specimens of this type that we have seen have exhibited 
this large cud.

Photo size reduced.
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1119. MEXICO (Insurgent Issue): AR 8 reales, ND (ca. 1812),
KM-285.2, Chilpanzingo and Morelos countermarks on cast
1811MoHJ 8 reales, struck by Insurgents under General Morelos,
very crude host, with small scratches, rim nicks and various
marks, including on edge, countermarks somewhat unevenly
applied, flan dark, but tests out as 55% silver, VF countermarks on 
Fine host $180 - 220

1120. MEXICO: Augustin I Iturbide, 1822-1823, AR 8 reales, 1823-Mo, 
KM-310, assayer JM, NGC graded EF45 $150 - 200

1121. MEXICO: AR 8 reales, 1838-Go, KM-377.8, assayer PJ,
wonderful bold strike, iridescent toning, surface hairlines 
(barely noticeable), UNC , 
ex R.L. Lissner Collection $250 - 350

Clashed obverse, showing significant traces of the reverse rays.

1122. MEXICO: AR 8 reales, 1886-Zs, KM-377.13, assayer JS, light
toning, NGC graded MS63 $200 - 250

1123. MEXICO: AR 8 reales, 1894-Do, KM-377.4, assayer ND,
well-struck, NGC graded MS63 $200 - 300

This coin is tied for second finest graded by NGC, 
with one graded higher (July 2017).

1124. MEXICO: AV escudo, 1825-Mo, KM-379.5, assayer JM/FM,
lustrous, over-assayer not noted on holder, 
NGC graded MS62 $350 - 450

1125. MEXICO: AV escudo, 1831-Mo, KM-379.5, assayer JM, 
NGC graded MS62 $600 - 700

1126. MEXICO: AV escudo, 1861-Mo, KM-379.5, assayer CH, nice full
strike, better date/mint/assayer, NGC graded MS62, S $600 - 800

This coin is tied for the finest graded by NGC, 
with one other piece (July 2017).

1127. MEXICO: AV 2 escudos, 1856/5-Mo, KM-380.7, assayer GF,
overdate not noted on holder, fully struck, 
NGC graded MS62, RR $1,500 - 2,000

Richard Long notes that this is an extremely rare coin. This coin is
the highest graded by NGC, overdate or not (July 2017).

1128. MEXICO: AV 2 escudos, 1858-Mo, KM-380.7, assayer FH, nice
strike, NGC graded MS61, RR $1,200 - 1,500

Richard Long notes that this is an extremely rare coin. 
This is the only coin thus far graded by NGC (July 2017).
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1129. MEXICO: AV 2 escudos, 1862-Mo, KM-380.7, assayer CH, nice
full strike, with the date fully struck as opposed to other
specimens, NGC graded AU58, RR $1,000 - 1,500

Richard Long notes that this is an extremely rare coin. This piece is
the finest graded by NGC (July 2017).

1130. MEXICO: AV 4 escudos, 1833-Go, KM-381.4, assayer MJ, full
strike, NGC graded AU50, RR $1,000 - 1,800

Richard Long notes that this is an extremely rare coin.

1131. MEXICO: AV 4 escudos, 1845-Go, KM-381.4, assayer PM, 
well struck, NGC graded EF40, RR $700 - 1,200

Richard Long notes that this is an extremely rare coin.

1132. MEXICO: Maximilian, 1864-1867, AR 10 centavos, 1864-M,
KM-386.1, beautiful full strike, original tone, 
PCGS graded MS63 Secure Holder $300 - 400

1133. MEXICO: AE centavo, 1897-Mo, KM-391.6, 
PCGS graded MS63 $90 - 110

1134. MEXICO: AR peso, 1899-Mo, KM-409.2, assayer AM, almost
prooflike surfaces, NGC graded MS63 $140 - 180

1135. MEXICO: AV peso, 1888/7-Mo, KM-410.5, assayer M, 
NGC graded MS62 $250 - 350

Possibly an unpublished overdate.

1136. MEXICO: AV peso, 1896-Mo, KM-410.5, assayer B, wonderfully
lustrous, mintage of only 7,166 pieces (including M assayer), 
NGC graded MS63, S, ex Foxlair Collection $225 - 275

1137. MEXICO: AV peso, 1898/7-Mo, KM-410.5, assayer M, superb
strike and luster, mintage of only 5,368 pieces (including
overdate), NGC graded MS63, S $225 - 275

1138. MEXICO: AV peso, 1901-Cn, KM-410.2, assayer Q, magnificent
full strike and luster, mintage of only 2,350 pieces (including
overdate), NGC graded MS63, S $250 - 300

1139. MEXICO: AV peso, 1904-Mo, KM-410.5, assayer M, excellent
strike and luster, mintage of only 9,845 pieces, 
NGC graded MS65, S $300 - 350

1140. MEXICO: AV 2½ pesos, 1873/2-Mo, KM-411.5, assayer M,
lustrous, NGC graded MS62, R $750 - 850

This piece is tied for second finest graded by NGC, 
with one other graded higher (July 2017).

1141. MEXICO: AR 20 centavos, 1905-M, KM-435, beautiful light violet
tone over full luster, fully struck, NGC graded MS65 $150 - 200
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1142. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR peso, 1915-CHa, KM-619,
GB-72, assayer FM, Chihuahua, Army of the North issue, well
struck, with designers' names visible on obverse and reverse, 
NGC graded MS64 $500 - 600

This piece is the highest graded by NGC.

1143. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AE 5 centavos, Tenancingo,
1915, KM-689.1, GB-259, NGC graded MS63 BR $130 - 160

1144. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR 50 centavos, 1915,
KM-734var, GB-338var, initials TM, Oaxaca, blazing luster, variety 
with lapel pointing just below left star, NGC graded MS63 $150 - 250

Tied for second highest graded by NGC, 
with one other graded higher.

1145. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR 50 centavos, 1915, KM-735,
GB-339, Oaxaca, some “orange peel” effect on obverse, 
NGC graded MS65 $150 - 175

Tied for highest graded by NGC with one other piece.

1146. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR 2 pesos, 1915, KM-744,
GB-357, initials TM, Oaxaca, lustrous and well struck, 
NGC graded MS63 $150 - 200

1147. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR 2 pesos, Oaxaca, 1915,
KM-746, usual central weakness for this type, 
PCGS graded MS61 $100 - 140

1148. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR 2 pesos, 1915, KM-747.1,
GB-365, Oaxaca, attractive light tone, 
NGC graded MS63 $300 - 350

1149. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): AR 2 pesos, Oaxaca, 1915,
KM-747.2, usual central weakness for this type, 
PCGS graded MS61 $100 - 140

1150. MEXICO (Revolutionary Issue): LOT of 5 slabbed copper coins
of Oaxaca, all dated 1915: KM-717, 5 centavos (MS64 RB by
PCGS); KM-722, 10 centavos (MS63 BN by PCGS); KM-726, 10
centavos (MS63 BN by PCGS); and KM-732, 20 centavos (2 pcs,
both graded MS64 BN, one by PCGS, the other by NGC); 
retail value $300, lot of 5 pieces $140 - 180

1151. MEXICO: uniface brass 500 pencas token, ND (ca. 1915?).
Rul-Yuc 49. 38mm (octagonal), 500 at center, HAD. CIUCHE (first 
C retrograde) // Y ANEXAS / 500 / JUAN GAMBOA; holed as
made, issued in Dziuché, Hoctún Municipality, State of Yucatán,
VF, ex Stacks Bowers Auction, July 2005, Lot 915 $75 - 100
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1152. MEXICO: AR medal, 1963, Grove-828a, 50mm, Presidents John
F. Kennedy and A. L. Mateos - Recovery of Chamizal Territory
commemorative medal; JUSTICIA REVOLUCIONARIA DE
PUEBLOS AMIGOS around busts of Kennedy and Mateos either
side of Benito Juarez holding the treaty for the Chamizal Territory
// RECUPERACION DEL TERRITORIO DEL CHAMIZAL / 1864 -
1963, crossed flags of US and Mexico, light surface hairlines,
nicely toned, Proof $75 - 100

Photo size reduced.

1153. MEXICO: LOT of eleven cobs and pillar 2 reales coins: Philip III:
ca. 1598-1621 KM-32.1 cob double struck (Fine); Philip V:
1735/4MF KM-84 pillar (VF holed), 1745M KM-85 (VF+);
Fernando VI: 1752M KM-86.1 (VG+), 1753M KM-86.1 (VG-F),
1755M KM-86.1 (VG); Carlos III: 1760M KM-87 (VF, holed and
plugged), 1766M KM-87 (G-VG), 1767M KM-87 (VF), 1768M
KM-87 (F-VF), 1771F KM-87 (VF some oxidation), retail value
$700, lot of 11 pieces $375 - 525

1154. MEXICO: LOT of 10 portrait 2 reales coins: Carlos III: 1773FM
KM-88.2 (Fine), 1776FM KM-88.2 (nearly VF), 1779FF KM-88.2
(G-VG), 1783FF KM-88.2a (VG-F), 1785MF KM-88.2a (VG),
1789FM KM-88.2a (Fine); Carlos IV: 1790FM KM-89 (F-VF),
1799/8FM KM-91 (EF, dark), 1802FT KM-91 (VG), and 1808TH
KM-91 (EF-AU), retail value $700, lot of 10 pieces $375 - 525

1155. MEXICO: LOT of 7 portrait 2 reales: Ferdinand VII: 1809TH
KM-92 (VG), 1815JJ KM-93 (nearly XF); Guanajuato: 1822JM
KM-93.3 (AU); Zacatecas: 1819AG KM-93.4 (VG), 1820AG
KM-93.4 (Good, obv. flan defect), 1821AG KM-93.4 A for V in VII
(Fine), 1821AZ KM-93.4 (VF, reverse damage), retail value $485, 
lot of 7 pieces $250 - 350

1156. MEXICO (Local issues): LOT of 3 pieces: Jalisco: KM-676.1, 2
centavos 1915 (graded MS62 BN by PCGS); Oaxaca: KM-219,
brass ½ real 1813 (graded XF40 by PCGS); and Sinaloa: KM-769, 
sand molded peso, undated (cast 1915), with “dies” derived from
the peso of 1898-Mo AM (raw, typical crude VF); retail value $240, 
lot of 3 pieces $140 - 180

1157. MEXICO: AE 5 pesos, 1983-Mo, KM-Pn229, copper pattern of
KM-485, Quetzalcoatl, light violet tone, 
NGC graded Proof 65 RB, RRR $1,500 - 2,000

Second highest graded by NGC, with one piece higher.

1158. NICARAGUA: AE ½ centavo, 1915-H, KM-10, 
NGC graded MS64 BN , ex Richard Stuart Collection $250 - 500

This is the only mint state coin certified by NGC or PCGS. 
It is exceedingly rare in this grade, and the finest certified piece.

1159. NICARAGUA: AE centavo, 1915-H, KM-11, bold strike, some red,
NGC graded MS64 BN , ex Richard Stuart Collection $350 - 400

This coin is exceedingly rare in this grade, and the finest 
certified by NGC or PCGS.

1160. NICARAGUA: AE 1½ centavos (3.09g), In the name of the
Compania Aquadora de Leon Nica. (Water Company of Leon,
Nicaragua), Proof, RR $140 - 200

Struck as a pattern of the 1½ centavo denomination by the Scovill
Manufacturing Company of Waterbury, Connecticut, but never

adopted by the Nicaraguan government.

1161. PANAMA: LOT of three silver commemoratives: KM-77 1982 5
Balboas Champions of Soccer; KM-78 1982 10 Balboas
Champions of Soccer; and KM-79 1982 10 Balboas International
Year of the Child, all in Proof condition, all with mintages of less
than 10,000 pieces each, retail value $140, lot of 3 items $70 - 100

1162. PARAGUAY: AR peso, 1889, KM-5, UNC $300 - 350

1163. PERU: Carlos IV, 1788-1808, AR 8 reales, Lima, 1796, KM-101,
assayer IJ, lightly toned with subdued luster, well struck, 
NGC population 2/2, NGC graded MS61 $350 - 450

1164. PERU: Fernando VII, 1808-1822, AR 8 reales, 1810, KM-106.2,
assayer JP, second imaginary bust of the Spanish king, 
decent VF-EF $100 - 120
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1165. PERU: Fernando VII, 1808-1822, AR 8 reales, 1817, KM-117.1,
assayer JP, variety with wide date, nice for the grade, 
NGC graded MS61 $300 - 350

1166. PERU: AR 4 reales proclamation (13.09g), 1839, Fonrobert-9169,
for restoration of law after the battle of Ancoch: general on
horseback, battle behind, cherub with trumpet on mountain in the
background // legend within chain ring, wreath around, nicely
toned, EF-AU $120 - 150

1167. PERU: AR real, 1850, KM-145.4, assayer MB, with normal legend
PERUANA, small obverse spot, lightly cleaned, well struck, 
lustrous UNC $100 - 200

1168. PERU: 20 centavos, 1958, KM-222.2c, copper-nickel type, rare
date, R, UNC , ex Daniel K. Ching Collection $75 - 100

1169. PERU: AR medal (9.10g), 1836, Fonrobert-9257, 28x24 mm oval
silver award medal for the Battle of Socabaya on February 7,
1836, eagle with laurel branch with DI LA PAZ / AL / PERU.
below, all within inner circle with ornamental rays-and-dots border
around // EN / SOCABAYA / A 7. DE / FEBRERO / DE / 1836
within corded inner circle and palm and laurel wreath around, 
with integral loop for suspension, reeded edge, 
NGC graded MS62 $500 - 700

These badges were awarded to each of the Peruvian-Bolivian
troops who won the battle under the command of 
Marshal Santa Cruz against Spanish troops led by 

General Felipe Santiago Salaverry.

1170. PERU: LOT of 4 silver medals, 1) III Congreso Internacional de
Estudiantes Americános, Lima, 1912, by A.M. Madueño, 30mm
(AU-UNC), 2) Jorge Chavez LIGA PERUANA PRO AVIACION
LIMA 1910, 23mm (VF-EF), 3) Inauguration of Manuel Pardo
1874, 23mm (AU), and 4) Inauguration of José Simón Pardo
1905, 30mm (UNC), a lovely quartet of Peruvian medals, 
retail value $250, lot of 4 medals, 
ex Daniel K. Ching Collection $100 - 150

1171. PERU: LOT of 17 portrait 2 reales coins: Carlos IV KM-85.1:
1790IJ (G-VG), 1791IJ (Good); KM-95:1795IJ (F+), 1796IJ (F-VF), 
1799IJ (VG), 1802IJ (F-VF), 1803IJ (Good), 1805JP (F-VF, tiny
clip), 1806JP (nearly VF), 1808JP (F-VF); KM-104.2: 1810JP
(F-VF); KM-115.1: 1812JP (F-VF, light graffiti), 1816JP (VG),
1817JP (VG-F), 1818JP (Good), 1819JP (G-VG), 1820 (VF), 
retail value $700, lot of 17 pieces, $375 - 525

1172. PERU: LOT of nine 2 reales coins: Carlos II 1687L R KM-21, cob, 
2 dates 2 assayers (F-VF); Carlos III 1760JM KM-62 Pillar (F+),
1766JM KM-62 Pillar (Fine), 1773MI contemporary counterfeit as
KM-76 (VG), 1777MJ KM-76 (G-VG), 1780MI KM-76 (G-VG),
1783MI KM-76 (Fine), 1788IJ KM-76a (Good); Carlos IV 1789IJ
KM-85.1 (Fine), retail value $610, lot of 9 pieces $325 - 475

1173. PUERTO RICO: Alfonso XIII, 1886-1898, AR peso, 1895, KM-24, 
gunmetal tone, tiny flaw on cheek, initials PG V, one-year type,
pleasing EF-AU $500 - 600

1174. SALVADOR: AR 2 reales (6.05g), 1839, KM-36, Type III volcano
countermark issue on 1827JM Peru 2 reales (KM-141.1), “3" in
countermark date repunched, original tone, F-VF 
on VG host $1,250 - 1,750

This issue was produced during a time when there was a dire
shortage of coinage in the country. There were many Peruvian

coins in circulation at the time, but most did not meet the
government standards for circulating coin. Since some of the
Peruvian coinage in circulation did comply with government

standards, it was decided to counterstamp these coins so that the
public would have confidence to accept them at their bullion value.
The countermarking was actually done in 1840, even though the

countermark die is dated 1839, according to Roberto Jovel.

1175. SALVADOR: AR 5 centavos, 1893, KM-109, initials C.A.M.,
attractive multicolored toning, NGC graded AU58 , 
ex Richard Stuart Collection $65 - 100

1176. TOBAGO: AE 2¼ pence, ND (1798-1825), KM-6, “TB in square”
countermark on 1779 French Colonies stampee (KM-2), host has
a few small rim nicks, Fine on VG host, S $150 - 200
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United States of America

1177. UNITED STATES: 1787 Connecticut copper, mailed bust facing
left, laughing head variety, lovely strike, with full details and
virtually no wear, dark chocolate color, very rare in this quality,
NGC graded AU50 BR, RR $1,200 - 1,400

1178. UNITED STATES: ½ cent, 1835, Classic Head, slightly hairlined,
cleaned, PCGS graded UNC Details $120 - 160

1179. UNITED STATES: 1 cent, 1798, Sheldon-185, Draped Bust type,
style 2 hair, somewhat weak rims, small flan flaw on bust, cleaned, 
PCGS graded VF Details, R-3 $300 - 400

1180. UNITED STATES: 1 cent, 1890, Indian Head, 
PCGS graded MS64 RB $120 - 140

1181. UNITED STATES: copper-nickel 3 cents (1.94g), 1871, 
PCGS graded Proof 65 $100 - 120

1182. UNITED STATES: 5 cents, 1881, PCGS graded Proof 66, 
CAC Green $800 - 1,000

1183. UNITED STATES: 2016-W Mercury Dime 100th Anniversary,
0.100 oz .9999 pure gold, with 100th Anniversary label by the
grading firm, First Strike, PCGS graded Specimen 70 $200 - 240

1184. UNITED STATES: 1986-W Statue of Liberty $5 Gold, 
ICG graded MS70 $300 - 350

1185. UNITED STATES: 1986-W Statue of Liberty $5 Gold, 
ICG graded MS70 $300 - 350

1186. UNITED STATES: 1987-W U.S. Constitution Bicentennial $5
Gold, NGC graded MS70 $300 - 350

1187. UNITED STATES: 1989-W Congress Bicentennial $5 Gold, 
NGC graded MS70 $300 - 350

1188. UNITED STATES: 2006-S San Francisco Earthquake & Fire
Centennial $5 Gold, view of the old San Francisco Mint, opened 
in 1873 and still standing, NGC graded MS70 $300 - 350

1189. UNITED STATES: 2007-W Founding of Jamestown (Virginia)
400th anniversary $5 Gold, NGC graded MS70 $300 - 350

1190. UNITED STATES: 2008-W Bald Eagle $5 Gold, 
NGC graded MS70 $300 - 350
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1191. UNITED STATES: 2014-W Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold,
concave obverse depicting a baseball glove // convex reverse
resembling a baseball, First Strike, PCGS graded MS70 $500 - 600

1192. UNITED STATES: 2014-W Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold,
concave obverse depicting a baseball glove // convex reverse
resembling a baseball, First Strike, PCGS graded MS70 $500 - 600

1193. UNITED STATES: 2014-W Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold, 
concave obverse depicting a baseball glove // convex reverse
resembling a baseball, in original box, gem BU $375 - 475

1194. UNITED STATES: 2014-W Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold, 
concave obverse depicting a baseball glove // convex reverse
resembling a baseball, in original box, gem BU $375 - 475

1195. UNITED STATES: 2014-W Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold,
concave obverse depicting a baseball glove // convex reverse
resembling a baseball, in original box, gem BU $375 - 475

1196. UNITED STATES: 2014-W Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold,
concave obverse depicting a baseball glove // convex reverse
resembling a baseball, in original box, gem BU $375 - 475

1197. UNITED STATES: LOT of 3 commemorative gold coins: 2014-W
Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold, concave obverse depicting a
baseball glove // convex reverse resembling a baseball, each in
original box, gem BU, lot of 3 gold coins $1,100 - 1,200

1198. UNITED STATES: LOT of 3 commemorative gold coins: 2014-W
Baseball Hall of Fame $5 Gold, concave obverse depicting a
baseball glove // convex reverse resembling a baseball, each in
original box, gem BU, lot of 3 gold coins $1,100 - 1,200

1199. UNITED STATES: 2000-W Library of Congress Bicentennial
Bimetallic $10, gold ring around platinum center, 200th
anniversary of the Library of Congress, 
ICG graded MS70 $700 - 800

1200. UNITED STATES: 1797 medal (66.65g), Baker-70C, 54mm
bronze medal for George Washington’s Retirement from his
Commission and the Presidency by Thomas Halliday, uniformed
bust of Washington right with GEORGE WASHINGTON
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. around // fasces and
sword in scabbard on draped pedestal with US shield and
COMMISSION RESIGNED:PRESIDENCY RELINQUISHED.
around and “1797" in exergue, probably produced about 1800,
plain edge, AU, R-7 (Baker) $1,000 - 1,200

Photo size reduced.

1201. UNITED STATES: 1852 medal, Julian-AM-78, 75mm (117.2
grams) silver medal for the United States Agricultural Society by
Francis N. Mitchell, draped female figure seated facing holding
laurel wreath aloft in right hand and sickle in right hand with
UNITED STATES - AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY around and
MDCCCLII in exergue, all within ornate laurel wreath //
AWARDED TO on banner at top with “(engraved) F.Arnold / For
the Best / Surveyor’s Instrument. / Chicago1859.” in cursive script
with fruit and grain wreath below with plow on central frame, lightly 
cleaned, but has retoned very nicely, plain edge, 
choice AU $200 - 300

Photo size reduced.
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1202. UNITED STATES: AR medal, 1884, 45mm, Cincinnati Industrial
Exposition medal by P. Krider, CINCINNATI INDUSTRIAL,
Science and Industry seated facing before view of Cincinnati;
various products of industry, agriculture, and trade around; in
exergue, EXPOSITION over beehive // "BOARD OF TRADE
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE / OHIO MECHANICS INSTITUTE /
AWARDED / TO / (engraved) W. F. Horniday / FOR / (engraved)
Specimens of / Taxidermy / 1884", semi proof-like fields, light
marks and surface hairlines as usual, AU $200 - 300

1203. UNITED STATES: LOT of 5 large commemorative medals: 
(1) Independence Centennial 1876, Philadelphia, white metal
(57mm, 76g, EF, several tiny nicks at the rim); (2) Independence
Centennial 1876, Philadelphia, white metal (57mm, 76g, AU, one
tiny nick); (3) International Exposition 1876, Philadelphia, white
metal (56mm, 53g, EF) (4) McKinley Memorial Dedication 1907,
Canton, OH (59mm, 69g, AU); and (5) Century of Progress, by
Zettler, 1933, Chicago (58mm, 81g, oxidized bronze, EF); retail
value $250, lot of 5 large medals $120 - 180

1204. URUGUAY: 5 centavos pattern, 1899, KM-Pn33, nickel issue,
specimen quality, which should have been noted on the holder, R, 
NGC graded MS63, rare in this quality $225 - 275

1205. VENEZUELA: LOT of three Caracas 2 reales: 1818BS C-6.1
(F-VF dark, light scratches), 1819BS C-6.1 (Fine, dark), 1820BS
C-6.2 (Fine), retail value $465, lot of 3 pieces $250 - 350

Australia and the Pacific

1206. AUSTRALIA: George V, 1910-1936, AE ½ penny, 1911, KM-22,
NGC graded MS62 BR $80 - 100

1207. AUSTRALIA: George V, 1910-1936, AR florin, 1934-35, KM-33,
Centennial of Victoria & Melbourne, NGC graded MS62 $220 - 260

1208. AUSTRALIA: AR 30 dollars (1000g), 2000, KM-525.1, 100mm,
one kilogram silver coin, lunar series, Year of the Dragon, in
protective plastic case, Proof $600 - 700

Photo size reduced.

1209. NEW HEBRIDES: AR 500 francs, 1979, KM-X1, Lec-62, Year of
the Child, 0.999+ fineness, reported mintage of about 500 pieces,
with original “wallet”, NGC graded PF67 Ultra Cameo, R $200 - 250

1210. NEW ZEALAND: AE penny token, 1858, KM-Tn35, Jones &
Williamson, Dunedin, EF $80 - 100

Fantasy Locations

1211. ATLANTIS: Christiano I, prince regent, fl. 1933, AE 5 skaloj
(2.75g), 1933, Bruce-X2, traces of original luster, 
Choice AU, RR $150 - 200

Possibly issued at the Century of Progress Exposition in Chicago,
Illinois in 1933.
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Worldwide Group Lots

1212. WORLDWIDE: LOT of 177 coins, Canada 19th century tokens
(16), copper and nickel coinage (38), silver minor coinage (10),
silver dollars (14), New Brunswick silver 20 cents (1),
Newfoundland copper (2), silver (4), China yuan (1),
Czechoslovakia korun (1), Germany base metal (4), silver (1),
Prussia silver two marks (2), Great Britain base metal coinage
(4), trade dollars (2), ‘condor’ tokens (2), ‘hanover’ tokens (2),
Guernsey eight doubles 1902 (1), Honduras silver (1), Hong
Kong base metal coinage (4), British India base metal (3), silver
(2), Japan cash coins (5), base metal coins (8), silver (5), Korea
five fun (1), Malaysia one ringgit (1), Mexico silver peso 1902 (1),
Durango five centavos (1), Peru base metal (2), silver (2),
Philippines bronze medal Filipinas a Barlin 1906 (1), St. Pierre & 
Miquelon aluminum coinage (8), St. Thomas & Prince 50
centavos 1929 (1), Singapore one dollar 1967 (1), Thailand base 
metal coins (20), silver baht bullet money (1), Vietnam silver one
hundred dong (4), average circulated condition, retail value $850,
lot of 177 coins, ex Daniel K. Ching Collection $400 - 600

1213. WORLDWIDE: LOT of 6 diverse and interesting items including:
French Indochina 1901 cent (EF), Reunion 1896 50 cent (EF),
Hejaz large size counterstamp on 1780 Maria Theresa thaler (VF), 
Turkey 1938 bronze medal by Melek, two kneeling women (VF),
USA 1848 white metal medal for the dedication of the laying of the 
cornerstone of the Washington Monument in the District of
Columbia (F-VF), Japan imitation Morioka 8 momme likely made
in the 1920-30s (EF), retail value $350, lot of 6 items $150 - 250

1214. WORLDWIDE: LOT of 204 diverse and varied mostly American
tokens, gambling chips, tax tokens, wooden nickels, advertisting
tokens, telephone tokens, elongated cents, good for tokens,
military canteen tokens, pins and medals, average circulated
condition, retail value $500, lot of 204 items, , 
ex Daniel K. Ching Collection $100 - 200

1215. WORLDWIDE: LOT of 58 coins, including 30 copper and 2
modern base-metal coins: 7 Billon coins of the Delhi Sultanate
(average VF); 8 silver coins (including tanka of Muhammad b.
Tughlaq in VF condition, the rest average VF); 2 common silver
tankas of the Timurid Shahrukh (average Fine); 1 Menander
drachm (VG); 1 common silver temple token; and 7 miscellaneous 
foreign coins (including Egypt 10 qirsh 1923/AH1341, German
East Africa ¼ rupie 1910-J, the rest common), retail value $470,
lot of 58 pieces $220 - 300

India

Ancient India

1216. MATSYA: Punchmarked, ca. 600-500 BC, AR karshapana 
(2½ shana) (3.09g), cf. Sharma 29/30, single punch, so-called
“worms” symbol, uniface, from the Agra region, bold 
strike, EF, R $300 - 350

1217. MATSYA: Punchmarked, ca. 600-500 BC, AR karshapana 
(2½ shana) (3.08g), cf. Sharma 29/30, single punch, 
so-called “worms” symbol, uniface, from the Agra region, 
choice VF, R $300 - 350

1218. MATSYA: Punchmarked, ca. 600-500 BC, AR karshapana 
(2½ shana) (3.04g), cf. Sharma 29/30, single punch, so-called
“worms” symbol, uniface, from the Agra region, lovely strike, 
choice VF, R $300 - 350

1219. INDO-GREEK: Zoilos II, ca. 55-35 BC, AR drachm (2.18g),
Bop-1F, king’s bust // Athena Alkidemos standing, holding shield & 
thunderbolt, VF , ex M.H. Mirza Collection $100 - 150

1220. SIND: Ranaditya, ca. 450-475, debased AV dinar (6.90g),
Senior-3, bust right, crowned, floral design around // fire-altar,
king’s name to right, his royal title SATYA to left (off flan), 
F-VF, RR $375 - 475

1221. SIND: Yashaditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.69g),
Mitch-—, crowned bust right, 6 pellets atop crown, denticulated
border around // trident, ruler’s name around in Brahmi script,
finest style, choice EF, RR $140 - 180

1222. SIND: Yashaditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.69g),
Mitch-—, crowned bust right, large crown, denticulated border
around // trident, ruler’s name around in Brahmi script, 
pleasing EF, RR $100 - 150

1223. SIND: Yashaditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.67g),
Mitch-—, crowned bust right, tiny cross (“X”) to right // trident,
ruler’s name around in Brahmi script, slight porosity on reverse,
pleasing EF, RR $100 - 150

1224. SIND: Yashaditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.62g),
Mitch-—, crowned bust right, several pellets atop crown // trident,
ruler’s name around in Brahmi script, VF-EF, RR $100 - 150

1225. SIND: Yashiditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.43g), Mitch-—, 
very crude crowned bust right, so stylized that it almost looks like
a magical image in a square // trident, crude legend around, 
bold VF, RR $100 - 150

This light-weight issue with crude reverse legend is probably a local
imitation of the regular type of Yashaditya, and may not even have

his name.

1226. SIND: Yashiditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.41g), Mitch-—, 
very crude crowned bust right, 2 large pellets above // trident,
sylized legend around (probably unreadable), 
bold VF, RR $100 - 150

This light-weight issue with crude reverse legend is probably a 
local imitation of the regular type of Yashaditya, and may not even

have his name.
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1227. SIND: Yashiditya, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.56g), Mitch-—, 
crowned bust right, partial border of pellets around // trident,
sylized legend around (probably unreadable), 
bold VF, RR $100 - 150

This light-weight issue with crude reverse legend is probably a local
imitation of the regular type of Yashaditya, and may not even have

his name.

1228. SIND: Anonymous, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.68g),
Mitch-—, stylized crowned bust right // fire-altar in center, “X” and
1 pellet to left & 2 to right, appears to be unpublished, 
Choice EF, RR $120 - 160

Interesting portrait, with Pinocchio-style nose.

1229. SIND: Anonymous, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.74g),
Mitch-—, stylized crowned bust right, circle of rays around //
fire-altar in center, symbols left & right, bold strike, 
Choice EF, RR $120 - 160

1230. SIND: Unknown ruler, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.55g),
Mitch-—, stylized crowned bust right, Brahmi text to right, 
perhaps Sri Ha Pra … but very crude and part off flan // fire-altar
in center, symbols left & right, almost certainly unpublished, 
crude EF, RR $120 - 160

1231. SIND: Unidentified ruler, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.71g),
Mitch-—, crowned bust right, 2 pellets above, border or rays //
trident, ruler’s name around in Brahmi script, EF, RRR $120 - 160

Inscribed “Sri” above the trident, and “Pra Cha” to the right, 
right legend off flan.

1232. SIND: Unidentified ruler, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.68g),
Mitch-—, capped bust right, uncertain symbol or letter behind,
denticulated border // trident, ruler’s name around in Brahmi script, 
crude EF, RRR $120 - 160

Inscribed “Sri” above the trident, and “Pra Cha” to the right, 2
symbols to left unread.

1233. SIND: Uncertain ruler, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.48g),
Mitch-—, very crude crowned bust right, 2 pellets above, border
off flan or without border // unusual form of trident, ruler’s name
around in Brahmi script (unread), VF-EF, RRR $100 - 150

1234. SIND: Uncertain ruler, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.71g),
Mitch-—, capped bust right, denticulated border // trident, different 
ruler’s name, beginning with Ha, probably unpublished, 
Choice VF, RR $130 - 170

1235. SIND: Uncertain ruler, circa 7th century, AR damma (0.64g),
Mitch-—, degenerate imitation crowned bust right // fire-altar in
center, coarse unread legend around, VF, RR $100 - 120

1236. SIND: LOT of 7 silver dammas, 3 worn or damaged examples of
Yashaditya, plus 4 crude imitations or other designs, average
F-VF condition; retail value $175; lot of 7 pieces $90 - 100

Plus one broken piece of little value.

1237. INDO-SCYTHIAN: Vonones, ca. 90-65 BC, AR drachm (2.28g),
Mitch-687, king on horseback, holding spear // Zeus standing with
scepter & thunderbolt, EF $110 - 150

1238. INDO-SCYTHIAN: Rujuvula, ca. 10BC - 10AD, AR drachm
(2.32g), Senior-151.20D, king’s bust // stylized image of Athena
Alkidemos standing, holding shield & uncertain object, VF , 
ex M.H. Mirza Collection $100 - 120

1239. INDO-SCYTHIAN SATRAPS: Bhadrayasha, ca. 100 AD, 
AR drachm (2.09g), Senior-160.2D, diademed bust r. // Pallas
standing, with abbreviated name of Zoilos in Greek on obverse,
but Bhadrayasha in Kharosthi on reverse, VF , 
ex M.H. Mirza Collection $150 - 200

1240. INDO-SCYTHIAN SATRAPS: Bhadrayasha, ca. 100 AD, 
AR drachm (2.21g), Senior-160.2D, diademed bust r. // Pallas
standing, with abbreviated name of Zoilos in Greek on obverse,
but Bhadrayasha in Kharosthi on reverse, lightly porous surfaces,
F-VF , ex M.H. Mirza Collection $120 - 160

1241. KUSHAN: Vima Kadphises, ca. 105-127, AE tetradrachm
(16.43g), G-762, king standing, sacrificing over altar, trident-tipped 
battle-axe to the left // Siva & bull, Siva holding trident, Kharosthi
legend around, choice EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 6 $200 - 250

Although a very common type, it is almost never found in this
quality. The consignor indicated that he selected this piece from a

huge lot of more than 1,000 examples of this type.
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1242. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AV dinar (7.67g), G-31.9a
(this piece), king standing, sacrificing over altar, holding trident in
left hand // Miiro standing, nimbate & radiate, wearing diaphanous 
dhoti & holding short sword, choice AU , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 7 $1,800 - 2,000

Magnificent strike, with full details in the portraits of both Kanisha
and Miiro.

1243. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AV quarter dinar (1.90g),
G-51, king standing, sacrificing over altar, holding trident in left
hand // two-armed Oesho (Siva) standing, holding staff & torque,
traces of mounting on edge, nice Fine, RR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 10 $500 - 600

Siva is normally depicted with two arms on the quarter dinar, with
four arms on the full dinar.

1244. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AV dinar (7.97g), G-64/68,
king standing, sacrificing over altar, holding trident in left hand //
Miiro standing, nimbate & radiate, wearing diaphanous dhoti &
holding short sword, superb strike, choice EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 14 $1,700 - 1,900

This is very different style for the same type as #226147, presumably
struck at very different locations within the Kushan Empire.

1245. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AV dinar (7.96g), G-77, king
standing, sacrificing over altar, holding trident in left hand // deity
Ardoksho standing, holding cornucopiae, good strike, EF, RR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 16; 
ex Joseph Lepczyk (16 October 1985, Lot 13) $2,000 - 2,200

Ardoksho was the goddess of prosperity & abundance, related to
the Greek/Roman Tyche, portrayed hermaphroditically on dinars of

Kanishka, later in feminine fashion.

1246. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AE tetradrachm (7.96g),
G-786, usual obverse for Kanishka // Buddha standing, inscribed
ΣΑΚΑΜΑΝΟ ΒΟΥ∆Ο around, usual unskillful strike for this type,
Very Good, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 20 $150 - 200

1247. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AE unit (15.96g), G-785,
standard obverse // Buddha standing, tamgha to left, legend
ΣΑΚΑΜΑ(ΝΟ) ΒΟΥ∆Α, about 15% flat strike, but overall decent
example of this type, F-VF, R, ex Skanda Collection $250 - 350

1248. KUSHAN: Kanishka I, ca. 127-147, AE unit (16.50g), G-791,
standard obverse // Buddha seated on raised platform, nimbate,
tamgha to left, with legend ΜΗΤΡΑΥΟΒ Β / ΟΥ∆Ο, tiny corrosion
spot on reverse, F-VF, R, ex Skanda Collection $300 - 400

1249. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.96g), G-137.3,
half-length profile bust of king facing right, above the clouds,
antlers on his crown, holding mace & ankusa // Miiro standing, left 
hand extended, holding short sword in right hand, VF-EF, RR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 22 $1,700 - 1,900

All dinars of Huvishka with his portrait facing right are very rare.

1250. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.91g), G-143.4,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ankusa // Pharro (ΦΑΡΟ) standing in the wind, holding lance,
choice VF-EF, RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 25 $1,000 - 1,200

1251. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.74g), G-148.11,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ankusa // the lunar deity Mao standing, holding staff tipped with
axe-blade, and fillets, bold strike, choice VF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 27 $1,000 - 1,200

1252. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.95g), G-151.5,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ankusa // Manaobago, apotheosis of kingship, enthroned,
helmeted & crescented, with four arms, holding staff, chakra
(wheel), diadem & torque, tiny flat spot on the edge, lovely strike,
choice VF, RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 28 $4,000 - 5,000
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1253. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.87g), G-156.1,
Rosenfield-192 (same dies), half-length profile bust of king left,
above the clouds, holding mace & ankusa, finest style //
Skando-Komaro and Bizago, the deities of war, standing, each
holding a staff, their heads turned towards one another, both with
a sword suspended from their waists, choice VF, RRR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 29 $4,000 - 5,000

Skando-Komaro is actually the conflation of two war deities, 
Skanda & Kumara, both sons of Siva. Bizago was yet another

avatar of the god of war.

1254. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV quarter dinar (1.95g),
G-168.2 (this piece), narrow half-length profile bust of king left,
above the clouds, holding mace & ankusa // Mioro standing,
nimbate & radiate, rather simplistically engraved, almost no wear,
but struck from deteriorating dies, EF, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 31 $600 - 700

Mioro is an alternative Bactrian spelling of Miiro, 
the deity of the sun.

1255. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.84g), G-174,
narrow half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds,
holding mace & ankusa // Mioro standing, nimbate & radiate,
rather simplistically engraved, reverse partially double-struck,
strong VF, S, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 30 $1,000 - 1,200

Mioro is an alternative Bactrian spelling of Miiro, the deity of the sun 
(derived from the Greek Helios).

1256. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.96g), G-182.2a
(this piece), narrow half-length profile bust of king left, above the
clouds, holding mace & ankusa // Serapis standing, holding orbed 
staff, right arm outstretched, pointing with extended forefinger,
Greek ΣΑΡΑΠΟ to the right, choice EF, RRR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 32 $6,000 - 7,000

Serapis was the Greco-Egyptian deity representing the land, the
sea, the sky, and the underground amalgamated.

1257. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV quarter dinar (1.90g),
G-188, half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds,
holding mace & ankusa // the lunar deity Mao standing, holding
diadem in right hand, his left hand at his hip, finest style for this
type, choice EF, RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 34 $900 - 1,100

1258. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.46g), G-244,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& spear, wearing leather helmet & bejewelled tunic // winged deity
Oanindo standing, holding diadem and filleted scepter, VF, RR,
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 42 $3,500 - 4,000

Oanindo, the deity of the wind, was derived from 
Greek Nike / Victoria.

1259. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.79g), G-286,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ribboned spear, wearing tall leather helmet & bejewelled tunic //
Ardoksho standing, facing right, holding cornucopiae & short
staff, trace of mount at the top, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 49 $700 - 800

1260. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.99g), G-296,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ankusa // the lunar deity Mao standing, holding orbed staff with
fillets in left hand, extending his right hand, small sword hung from 
his waist, very bold relief, especially on the obverse, choice VF ,
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 36 $1,000 - 1,200

1261. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.95g), G-298.5a
(this piece), half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds,
holding mace & ankusa // Maaseno standing, holding eagle-tipped 
ribboned staff, small sword hung from his waist band, choice VF,
RRR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 37 $3,500 - 4,000

Maaseno was an avatar of Karttikeya, alias Skanda, the god of war.

1262. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.92g), G-303,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ankusa // Nanashao standing, nimbate, tiny crescent above,
holding staff tipped with protome of a horse and ankusa, from
deeply engraved dies, VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 40; 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1986, Lot 519) $1,000 - 1,200

Nanashao is an alternative name for Nana.
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1263. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (8.08g), G-308.1,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& ankusa // four-armed Oesho (Siva) standing, superb strike,
virtually UNC, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 44 $3,500 - 4,000

Siva holds damaru (drum), vase & ankusa in left hands, trident in
upper right hand, with his lower right hand holding the mriga (a type

of antelope) by the horns.

1264. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV quarter dinar (2.00g),
G-311, half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds,
holding mace & ankusa // Miiro standing, nimbate, holding staff,
right arm extended, VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 46; 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1986, Lot 522) $700 - 800

1265. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV quarter dinar (1.93g),
G-313 (same reverse die), half-length profile bust of king left,
above the clouds, holding mace & ankusa // lunar deity Mao
standing, crescent behind, holding scepter, right arm extended,
EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 47 $900 - 1,000

Excellent strike for the quarter dinar, especially the wonderful
obverse.

1266. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV quarter dinar (1.98g),
G-315 (same dies), half-length profile bust of king left, above the
clouds, holding mace & ankusa // Nana standing, nimbate, tiny
crescent above, holding staff tipped with protome of a horse, bold
VF, RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 39 $800 - 1,000

Quarter dinars with Nana are much rarer than the relatively common 
full dinar (usually with name Nanashao) - Göbl recorded only one

example of this type.

1267. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.90g), G-322.1a
(this piece), half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds,
holding mace & ankusa // Pharro standing, with winged
headdress, holding caduceus, standing on a mat decorated with
lotus blooms, VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 50 $900 - 1,000

1268. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.91g), G-359 (same 
dies), half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding 
mace & spear, wearing leather helmet & bejewelled tunic // Nana
seated on lion (with left forepaw raised), nimbate, tiny crescent
above, holding staff tipped with protome of a horse, attractive VF,
RRR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 41 $15,000 - 20,000

No example of the Nana-on-lion type has yet been posted on
CoinArchives. This coin is featured on the cover of this auction catalog.

1269. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.89g), G-368.2 (this 
piece), half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds,
holding mace & spear, wearing tall leather helmet & bejewelled
tunic // Shaoreoro (Shahrevar) standing, nimbate, holding long
lance in right hand, his left hand resting on shield, EF, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 50 $2,000 - 2,200

Shaoreoro wears Roman style helmet and clothing.

1270. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.97g), G-—,
half-length profile bust of king left, above the clouds, holding mace 
& spear, wearing tall leather helmet & bejewelled tunic // Pharro
standing, holding bowl of fire and short sword, mount removed,
bold VF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 51; ex Joel Malter $700 - 800

Obverse as Göbl-286, reverse as Göbl-204.

1271. KUSHAN: Huvishka, ca. 155-187, AV dinar (7.78g), Mitch-3165,
G-213, nimbate bust of ruler facing left, holding spear & mace //
lunar deity Mao standing, F-VF $750 - 950

1272. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva I, ca. 191-230-, AV dinar (7.82g), G-503,
king standing, holding long trident, offering sacrifice on altar,
without the second trident // Siva & bull Nandi; small testmark on
the edge, VF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 52 $800 - 900

1273. KUSHAN: Kanishka II, ca. 226-240, AV dinar (7.97g), G-542,
Mitch-3501var, standard obverse, with Brahmi pa / thi // Ardoksho
enthroned; with most of the Bactrian legend legible, very rare
variety, with thi instead of vi to the left, EF, RR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 62, 
ex Joseph Lepczyk (17 October 1985, Lot 16) $700 - 800

From this reign onwards, virtually all Kushan dinars adhere to the
two standard designs for the reverse. All share the same obverse,
derived from Vasu Deva I, without the nandipada, but with several

Brahmi characters, as listed by Mitchiner (the nandipada was added 
to the obverse on post-Kushan dinars issued by the

Kushano-Sasanian and Kidarite kingdoms).
The western reverse has Siva and the bull Nandi. The eastern
reverse has the deity Ardoksho enthroned, holding diadem &

cornucopiae.
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1274. KUSHAN: Kanishka II, ca. 226-240, AV dinar (7.92g), G-550,
Mitch-3501var, standard obverse, with Brahmi pa / vi // Ardoksho
enthroned, with Brahmi character upper right, probably th, trace of 
attachment removed from the edge (noticeable only on the edge),
VF-EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 63 $500 - 600

1275. KUSHAN: Vasishka, ca. 240-260, AV dinar (7.82g), G-556,
Mitch-3502var, standard obverse, with Brahmi … / tha / vi //
Ardoksho enthroned, with Brahmi character upper right, probably
th, lovely strike on the reverse, VF-EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 64 $600 - 700

1276. KUSHAN: Kanishka III, ca. 255-275, AV dinar (7.84g), G-563,
Mitch-3554, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms ga / va /
chhu // Ardoksho enthroned, slightly crude strike, VF-EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 74 $450 - 500

This type is assigned by Göbl to Vasishka and by Mitchiner to a
hypothetical ruler named Chhu, which is dated circa 310-325. The

time of Kanishka III seems too early for the early fourth century style 
of this type.

1277. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.86g), G-571,
Mitch-3542/44, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms sa / vi / 
vasu // Ardoksho enthroned, reverse partly double-struck, VF-EF ,
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 76 $450 - 500

Vasu Deva II was formerly called Vasu Deva III, with various sets of
reign dates from the late 200s to the mid 300s.  He was called Vasu 
Deva III, because the general series of Vasu Deva I (ca. 191-230+)

was divided into two reigns, Vasu Deva I identified by just one
trident in the obverse, Vasu Deva II with two tridents in the obverse.  
These two versions are now assigned to a single ruler, Vasu Deva I.

1278. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.76g), G-571,
Mitch-3542/44, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms sa / vi / 
vasu // Ardoksho enthroned, with her name in corrupt Greek,
pleasing VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 77 $400 - 450

Vasu Deva II was formerly called Vasu Deva III, with various sets of
reign dates from the late 200s to the mid 300s.

1279. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.79g), G-576,
Mitch-3549/50var, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms vi /
ga / vasu // Ardoksho enthroned; remnants of Greek text on both
sides totally blundered, superb strike, bold EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 79 $450 - 500

Vasu Deva II was formerly called Vasu Deva III, with various sets of
reign dates from the late 200s to the mid 300s.

1280. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.83g), G-576,
Mitch-3549/50var, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms vi /
ga / vasu // Ardoksho enthroned; remnants of Greek text on both
sides totally blundered, VF-EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 78 $450 - 500

Vasu Deva II was formerly called Vasu Deva III, with various sets of
reign dates from the late 200s to the mid 300s.

1281. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.80g), G-577,
Mitch-3549/50, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms ga /
vasu (no monogram between legs) // Ardoksho enthroned; nice
strike, choice VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 81 $450 - 500

Vasu Deva II was formerly called Vasu Deva III, with various sets of
reign dates from the late 200s to the mid 300s.

1282. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.75g), G-577,
Mitch-3549/50, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms ga /
vasu (no monogram between the legs) // Ardoksho enthroned,
reverse partly double-struck, choice VF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 82 $450 - 500

Vasu Deva II was formerly called Vasu Deva III, with various sets of
reign dates from the late 200s to the mid 300s.

1283. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva II, ca. 290-310, AV dinar (7.98g), G-—,
standard obverse, with Brahmi hu right of king’s staff // Siva & bull, 
VF-EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 68 $600 - 700

Same obverse die as Göbl-535.2, reverse as Göbl-533.
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1284. KUSHAN: Shaka, ca. 325-345, AV dinar (7.68g), G-580,
Mitch-3571, standard obverse, with Brahmi monogram mi beneath 
the arm, traces of corrupt Greek around // Ardoksho enthroned,
bold strike, VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 83 $350 - 400

1285. KUSHAN: Shaka, ca. 325-345, AV dinar (7.71g), G-581, Mitch-—, 
standard obverse, with Brahmi monogram pa beneath the arm,
traces of corrupt Greek around // Ardoksho enthroned, nice
portraits both sides, choice VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 84, 
ex Joseph Lepczyk (16 October 1985, Lot 21) $350 - 400

1286. KUSHAN: Shaka, ca. 325-345, AV dinar (7.88g), G-586,
Mitch-3572, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms bha /
sidam // Ardoksho enthroned, bold portraits both side, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 86 $350 - 400

1287. KUSHAN: Shaka, ca. 325-345, AV dinar (7.40g), G-589,
Mitch-3570, standard obverse, with Brahmi monogram bhri
beneath the arm // Ardoksho enthroned, VF-EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 87 $350 - 400

1288. KUSHAN: Shaka, ca. 325-345, AV dinar (7.40g), G-593,
Mitch-3579, standard obverse, with Brahmi monograms bhi / sitam
beneath the arm // Ardoksho enthroned, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 88 $350 - 400

The “m” of “sitam” is the pellet beneath “sita”.

1289. KUSHAN: Magra, 4th century, AV dinar (7.76g), G-578, Mitch-—,
generally as the standard obverse, except with a chakra (wheel)
instead of trident at the top of the king’s staff, Brahmi ga below his 
arm, his name to the right, with vestiges of a Greek legend at the
rim // Ardoksho enthroned, holding diadem & cornucopiae, bold
strike, choice EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 89 $550 - 650

1290. KUSHAN: Vasishka, ca. 240-260, AV dinar (7.90g), G-630,
Mitch-3505, standard obverse, with Brahmi  jira / gho / rada  //
Siva & bull, EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 65 $600 - 700

This type was attributed by Mitchiner to a theoretical Vasu Deva II.

1291. KUSHAN: Vasishka, ca. 240-260, AV dinar (7.89g), G-630,
Mitch-3505, standard obverse, with Brahmi  jira / (gho) / rada  //
Siva & bull, bold strike, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 66 $600 - 700

This type was attributed by Mitchiner to a theoretical Vasu Deva II.
The monogram “gho” appears to have been omitted from the

obverse die.

1292. KUSHAN: Vasishka, ca. 240-260, AV dinar (7.90g), G-630var,
Mitch-3505, standard obverse, with Brahmi  jira / gho / rada  //
Siva & bull, without the pellets above the tamgha on the reverse,
EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 67 $500 - 600

This type was attributed by Mitchiner to a theoretical Vasu Deva II.

1293. KUSHAN: Kanishka II, ca. 226-240, AV dinar (7.87g), G-634,
Mitch-3503, standard obverse, with Brahmi ga / gho / hu // Siva &
bull, VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 59, 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1986, Lot 528) $600 - 700

1294. KUSHAN: Kanishka II, ca. 226-240, AV dinar (7.91g), G-634,
Mitch-3503, standard obverse, with Brahmi ga / gho / hu // Siva &
bull, minor double-striking on reverse, VF-EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 60 $600 - 700

1295. KUSHAN: Kanishka II, ca. 226-240, AV dinar (7.81g), G-635,
standard obverse, with Brahmi ga / gho / hiru // Siva & bull,
reverse slightly double-struck, choice EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 58 $700 - 800
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1296. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva I, ca. 191-230+, AV dinar (7.98g), G-640,
Mitch-3395, king standing, holding long trident, offering sacrifice
on altar, with second trident, nandipada to right // Siva & bull
Nandi, superb strike on broad flan, bold VF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 54 $800 - 900

The nandipada, the footprint of Nandi the bull, was added either
very late in his reign, or posthumously. This would be of the earliest

style with the nandipada.

1297. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva I, ca. 191-230+, AV dinar (8.02g), G-646,
king standing, holding long trident, offering sacrifice on altar, with
second trident, without nandipada // Siva & bull Nandi, triplet of
dots below the bull’s head, slightly bent at the edge, obverse
weakness near the rim due to worn obverse die; bold reverse, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 55 $800 - 900

1298. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva I, ca. 191-230+, AV dinar (7.90g), G-646,
king standing, swastika between legs, holding long trident, offering 
sacrifice on altar, with second trident, with nandipada // Siva & bull 
Nandi, triplet of dots below the bull’s head, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 56 $800 - 900

Middle period, before the use of scyphate flans.

1299. KUSHAN: Vasu Deva I, ca. 191-230+, AV dinar (7.87g), G-666,
Mitch-3396, king standing, holding long trident, offering sacrifice
on altar, with second trident, with nandipada // Siva & bull Nandi,
swastika before the bull, bold VF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 57 $800 - 900

Middle period, before the use of scyphate flans.

1300. KUSHAN: Kipanada, ca. 350-375, AV dinar (7.78g),
Mitch-3584/88, Mitterwallner-129, standard obverse, with Brahmi
monogram tentatively interpreted as bacharnatha beneath the arm 
// Ardoksho enthroned, slight central weakness of strike, 
choice VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 93 $300 - 350

Mitterwallner has argued that the ruler’s name should be read as
Skinatha. We leave this to future research.

1301. KUSHANO-SASANIAN: “Vasu Deva”, ca. 230-260, AV scyphate
dinar (7.79g), G-689, Mitch-1263. Cribb-57, standing king, wearing 
pointed headdress, swastika between legs, triplet of pellets under
arms, nandipada to right // Siva & bull; derived from the standard
2nd issue of the Kushan king, Vasu Deva I (ca. 191-230), finest
style, especially on the reverse, EF, S, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 98 $700 - 900

The pointed headdress was adopted by the second
Kushano-Sasanian ruler, Peroz I, whose reign is dated ca. 240-270

by Cribb, 265-300 by Carter.

1302. KUSHANO-SASANIAN: Hormizd I, ca. 270-295, AV scyphate
dinar (7.79g), G-707, Cribb-3, Carter-26, standing king, wearing
pointed headdress, swastika between legs, triplet of pellets under
arms, nandipada to right // Siva & bull, Siva holding diadem &
trident, portraits in full detail on both sides, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 100 $1,200 - 1,400

1303. KUSHANO-SASANIAN: Hormizd I, ca. 270-295, AV scyphate
dinar (7.94g), Mitch-1271/72. Cribb-4, Carter-27, struck at Balkh:
standing king, wearing pointed headdress, swastika between legs, 
triplet of pellets under arms, nandipada and mint name βοχλο to
right // Siva & bull, superb obverse, usual weakness of reverse, 
choice EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 101 $1,200 - 1,400

1304. KUSHANO-SASANIAN: “Varahran”, 3rd series, late 4th century,
AV scyphate dinar (7.78g), Mitch-1314/15. Cribb-—, standard
design, with Kidara tamgha replacing the nandipada on the
obverse, uncertain symbol below the tamgha // Siva & bull, decent 
reverse with most details clear, choice EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 102 $800 - 1,000

Intermediate type between Cribb-11 and Cribb-12, with the name of
Varahran as on Cribb-11, but with the additional symbol beneath the 
Kidara tamgha as on Cribb-12. The ruler was termed Varahran III in
the earlier studies, but regarded nowadays as local issues derived

from the only actual ruler named Varahran, who ruled 
circa 325-350.
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1305. KUSHANO-SASANIAN: “Varahran”, 3rd series, late 4th century,
AV scyphate dinar (7.78g), Balkh, Mitch-1316/17. Cribb-13var,
standard design, with crude Kidara symbol to the right, totally
corrupted legend // Siva & bull, so crude as to be almost
meaningless, AU , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 103 $700 - 900

This type is variously assigned to the Kushanshahs, the
Hephthalites (Huns), the Kidarites, and also to the Chionite Huns,

which is most likely.

1306. KIDARITE: Anonymous, 5th century, AV scyphate dinar (7.05g),
G-85, king standing, holding trident in right hand, uncertain object
in left hand, tamgha lower right // female deity enthroned, coarsely 
engraved (as always for this type), VF $550 - 650

1307. KIDARITE: Kidara, late 4th century, AV dinar (7.68g), G-613,
Mitch-3618/20, standard obverse, with Brahmi monogram kidara
beneath the arm // Ardoksho enthroned, bold strike, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 95 $250 - 300

The designs of both sides are heavily stylized, thus dating this coin
to the late 4th or even very early 5th century.

1308. KIDARITE: Namvihakya, 5th century AD, debased AV dinar
(8.25g), Mitch-3655, highly stylized late Kushan design (standing
king // Ardoksho), bold strike, with full legends, EF , 
ex William F. Spengler Collection $180 - 220

1309. KIDARITE: Namvihakya, 5th century AD, debased AV dinar
(8.15g), Mitch-3655, highly stylized late Kushan design (standing
king // Ardoksho), VF , ex William F. Spengler Collection $130 - 170

1310. KIDARITE: Vinayaditya, late 5th century AD, debased AV dinar
(7.89g), Mitch-3656/60, stylized decor, based on king standing on
obverse, goddess Ardoksho on reverse, bold strike, choice EF , 
ex M.H. Mirza Collection $110 - 150

1311. KIDARITE: Vinayaditya, late 5th century AD, debased AV dinar
(7.89g), Mitch-3656/60, stylized decor, based on king standing on
obverse, goddess Ardoksho on reverse, bold strike, choice EF , 
ex M.H. Mirza Collection $110 - 150

1312. GUPTA: Chandragupta I, 319-343, AV dinar (7.40g),
Mitch-4791/92, Altekar-I:8 ff, Kumar-A.2, king standing to the right, 
holding a staff, the queen Kumaradevi left, crescent above in
center // goddess Kashmir facing, seated on a lion facing left, with
traces of the back of a throne still visible to the upper right, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 111 $2,000 - 2,500

Assigned by Altekar and Kumar to Chandragupta I, but Allan &
Mitchiner each assigned this type to Samudragupta.

1313. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.57g), Mitch-4773
ff, Altekar-class-1A, javelin type: king standing, holding ribboned
staff and offering sacrifice at altar // Lakshmi seated on throne,
Brahmi parakramah to right, superb strike, choice AU , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 112 $1,200 - 1,500

1314. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 334-378, AV dinar (7.53g), Mitch-4773
ff, BMC-1 ff, king standing, nimbate, holding standard & offering
on altar, Garuda standard to left // Lakshmi seated on throne,
early style, VF $450 - 550

1315. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 334-378, AV dinar (7.39g), Mitch-4773
ff, BMC-8, king standing, nimbate, holding standard & offering on
altar, Garuda standard to left // Lakshmi seated on throne, late
style, reflecting subsequent issues in the name of his successor,
Chandragupta II, light scratch on obverse, F-VF $400 - 500
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1316. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.48g),
Mitch-4781/82, Altekar-1G, Kumar-E, javelin type: king standing,
holding staff and offering sacrifice at altar // Lakshmi seated on
backless throne, Brahmi parakramah to right, 2 minor flan cracks
(due to striking), otherwise superb strike, lovely AU , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 115 $1,000 - 1,200

Ruler’s name samudra left and gupta right of the javelin.

1317. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.47g),
Mitch-4781/82, Altekar-class-1A, javelin type: king standing,
holding ribboned staff and offering sacrifice at altar // Lakshmi
seated on throne, Brahmi parakramah to right, superb strike, with
full legends both sides, choice EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 113, 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1986, lot 545) $1,200 - 1,500

1318. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.26g),
Mitch-4781/82, Altekar-class-1A, javelin type: king standing,
holding ribboned staff and offering sacrifice at altar // Lakshmi
seated on throne, Brahmi parakramah to right, later style, with
only traces of the back of the throne, choice EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 114 $1,000 - 1,200

1319. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.48g),
Mitch-4781/82, Altekar-1G, Kumar-E, javelin type: king standing,
holding staff and offering sacrifice at altar // Lakshmi seated on
backless throne, Brahmi parakramah to right, broad flan, 2 minor
flan cracks (due to striking), otherwise superb strike, choice EF ,
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 116, 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1986, lot 544) $1,000 - 1,200

Ruler’s name samudra left and gupta right of the javelin.

1320. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.53g),
Mitch-4781/82, Altekar-1G, Kumar-E, javelin type: king standing,
holding staff and offering sacrifice at altar // Lakshmi seated on
backless throne, Brahmi parakramah to right, touch of weakness
toward the rim, EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 117 $1,000 - 1,200

Ruler’s name samudra left and gupta right of the javelin.

1321. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 334-378, AV dinar (7.49g), Mitch-4785,
BMC-39/40, battle-axe type, king standing, nimbate, holding
battle-axe (weak on this piece), boy (or dwarf) standing to left //
Lakshmi seated on throne without back, F-VF, R $500 - 600

1322. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 334-378, AV dinar (7.52g), Mitch-4785,
BMC-39/40, battle-axe type, king standing, nimbate, holding
battle-axe, boy (or dwarf) standing to left // Lakshmi seated on
throne without back, Fine, R $500 - 600

1323. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.48g),
Mitch-4786/87, Altekar-III:6 ff, Kumar-A.1, Asvamedha type:
untethered horse, yupa to left // Lakshmi standing, holding a
chouri over her shoulder, with an ornate scepter to her left, some
weakness of strike on the reverse, F-VF, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 106 $3,000 - 4,000

1324. GUPTA: Samudragupta, 344-378, AV dinar (7.49g),
Mitch-4788/90, Kumar-A.1, lyrist type: king seated on couch,
playing the lyre, which rests on his knees // Lakshmi seated on
wicker stool, holding diadem & cornucopiae, long line below
reverse legend, which repeats the king’s name, gorgeous strike,
choice EF, R, ex Skanda Collection $6,000 - 8,000

1325. GUPTA: Kachagupta, ca. 378-382, AV dinar (7.63g),
Mitch-4793/95, Altekar-IV:1-4, Kumar-A.1, king standing, holding
chakradhvaja (wheel-topped standard) and sacrificing at altar, with 
name kacha below his left arm // goddess Lakshmi standing,
nimbate, holding bouquet of flowers & cornucopiae, 1 small
testmark, EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 109; 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1986, lot 550) $1,000 - 1,200

Sanjeev Kumar lists Ramagupta as king 378-381 and Kachagupta
in 382, but suggests that the two names may refer to the same

individual. Gold coins are known only of Kachagupta, copper only of 
Ramagupta. It is also possible that they ruled in different sections of 

the Gupta Kingdom simultaneously. All coins of “Kacha” were
assigned to Samudragupta by virtually all previous scholars.
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1326. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (8.18g), Mitch-4796 
ff, Altekar-1V:14, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow
(arrow off flan) // Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, bold
strike, one light flan-crack, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 128 $900 - 1,100

1327. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.82g), Mitch-4796 
ff, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow (arrow visible)
// Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, lovely bold strike, choice
EF , ex Skanda Collection $800 - 1,000

1328. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.80g), Mitch-4796 
ff, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow (arrow visible)
// Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection $700 - 900

1329. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.88g), Mitch-4796 
ff, BMC-71 ff, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow //
Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding fillet & lotus, lovely obverse
portrait, EF $600 - 700

1330. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.94g), Mitch-4796 
ff, Altekar-1V:14, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow
(arrow off flan) // Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, 
choice VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 126 $900 - 1,100

1331. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.84g), Mitch-4796 
ff, Altekar-1V:14, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow
(arrow off flan) // Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, 
choice VF-EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 127 $900 - 1,100

1332. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (8.26g), Mitch-4796 
ff, BMC-93, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow //
Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding lotus flower, left arm lowered,
choice VF-EF $600 - 700

1333. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.71g), Mitch-4796 
ff, BMC-71 ff, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow //
Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding fillet & lotus, VF $500 - 600

1334. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.62g), Mitch-4796 
ff, BMC-71 ff, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow //
Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding fillet & lotus, reverse slightly
double-struck (or struck from broken reverse die), VF $450 - 550

1335. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.66g), Mitch-4796 
ff, BMC-71 ff, archer type: king standing, holding bow & arrow //
Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding fillet & lotus, F-VF $450 - 500

1336. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.68g),
Mitch-4818, BMC-122 ff, horseman type: king on horseback left,
nimbate // Lakshmi seated on wicker stool, Fine, S $500 - 600

1337. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.78g),
Mitch-4819, Altekar-1A (plate VIII:8), Kumar-A.1, chhatra type:
king standing, left hand akimbo on hip, right hand sacrificing at
altar; dwarf to right, holding chhatra (royal umbrella) behind the
king’s head // Lakshmi standing on a lotus flower, holding diadem
& lotus flower, long line beneath the legend vikramaditya, VF-EF,
RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 119 $2,000 - 2,200

This piece is illustrated by Kumar, p. 253, the only one of 40
illustrated examples of the chhatra type with the long line below the

reverse legend.

1338. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (6.22g),
Mitch-4819/20, cf. BMC (unnumbered, plate VIII, #9-10), chattra
type: king standing, with dwarf behind him, holding the chattra
(umbrella) // Lakshmi standing, holding fillet in left hand, tall stalk
at right, probably clipped down to lighter weight, VF, R $500 - 600

1339. GUPTA: Chandragupta II, 383-412, AV dinar (7.77g),
Mitch-4819, chattra type: king standing, with dwarf behind him,
holding the chattra (umbrella) // Lakshmi standing, holding fillet &
lotus, VF $500 - 600
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1340. GUPTA: Kumaragupta I, ca. 409-450, AV dinar (7.75g), Mitch-—, 
Altekar: plate X-11/12, horseman type, prancing left: king mounted 
on caparisoned horse, holding no weapons // Lakshmi seated on
wicker stool, holding diadem, with reverse legend ajitamahendra,
bold EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 129 $1,500 - 1,700

1341. GUPTA: Kumaragupta I, ca. 409-450, AV dinar (7.69g), Mitch-—, 
Altekar: plate X-14/15, horseman type, prancing right: king
mounted on caparisoned horse, holding no weapons // Lakshmi
seated on wicker stool, holding diadem and lotus flower, with
reverse legend ajitamahendra, nearly EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 130 $1,500 - 1,700

1342. GUPTA: Kumaragupta I, ca. 409-450, AV dinar (7.95g),
Mitch-4829, Kumar-I.B, archer type, with his name to the left of the 
bow // Lakhsmi seated cross-legged on lotus, holding diadem in
right hand, her left hand on her knee, reverse slightly
double-struck, bold obverse, EF-AU , 
ex Skanda Collection $750 - 950

1343. GUPTA: Kumaragupta I, ca. 409-450, AV dinar (7.90g),
Mitch-4829, Altekar: plate IX-13/14. Kumar-III.C, archer type, with
his name to the right of the bow // Lakhsmi seated cross-legged
on altar, left hand on her knee, dropping coins with her left hand,
bold VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 133 $900 - 1,100

1344. GUPTA: Kumaragupta I, ca. 409-450, AV dinar (8.08g),
Mitch-4841, BMC-205/09, horseman type: king on horseback
right, nimbate // Lakshmi seated on wicker stool, F-VF, S $500 - 600

1345. GUPTA: Skandagupta, ca. 449-467, AV dinar (9.20g),
Mitch-4865, Altekar: plate XIV:9/11, Kumar: class II, variety A,
standard archer type: no symbols and no letters between legs //
Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, legend kramaditya, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 143 $1,000 - 1,200

The gold dinar standard of Skandagupta was increased in weight
from the standard of Kumaragupta I of about 8.10g, probably three
times during his relatively short reign, first to about 8.45g, then to

8.70g, finally to about 9.15g.

1346. GUPTA: Skandagupta, ca. 449-467, AV dinar (8.51g),
Mitch-4865, Altekar: plate XIV:8, Kumar: class I, variety B,
standard archer type: no field symbols, Brahmi monogram
between legs // Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, legend sri
skandagupta, EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 146 $1,000 - 1,200

1347. GUPTA: Skandagupta, ca. 449-467, AV dinar (9.18g),
Mitch-4865, Altekar: plate XIV:9/11, Kumar: class II, variety A,
standard archer type: no symbols and no letters between legs //
Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus, legend kramaditya, slightly
rubbed at the high points, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 144 $800 - 1,000

1348. GUPTA: Skandagupta, ca. 449-467, AV dinar (9.25g),
Mitch-4865, BMC-424/31, archer type: king standing, holding bow
& arrow // Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding fillet & lotus,
kramaditya on reverse, heavy weight standard, 
choice VF-EF, S $1,000 - 1,200

1349. GUPTA: Skandagupta, ca. 449-467, AV dinar (8.43g),
Mitch-4865, BMC-417/21, archer type: king standing, holding bow
& arrow // Lakshmi seated on lotus, holding fillet & lotus, early
weight standard, VF, S $700 - 900

1350. GUPTA: Skandagupta, ca. 449-467, AV dinar (8.40g),
Mitch-4866, Altekar: plate XIV:12/13, Kumar: p.351, king &
Lakshmi standing, with the Garuda standard between // Lakshmi
seated cross-legged on lotus, holding a pasa in her rignt hand,
legend sri skandagupta, neatly struck, choice VF, RR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 147 $6,000 - 7,000

1351. GUPTA: Prakasaditya, 496-510, AV dinar (9.39g), Mitch-—,
Altekar: plate XV:14/15 Kumar: variety C, horseman lion-slayer
type: king mounted on caparisoned horse, stooping down to thrust 
his sword through the mouth of a lion rearing up before the horse,
Brahmi letter ru beneath // Lakshmi seated cross-legged on lotus,
king’s name to the right, struck from slightly worn dies, bold EF,
RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 148 $5,000 - 6,000
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1352. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.56g), KM-4918/20,
BMC-558/60, king standing, holding bow & arrow, traces of
Brahmi legend to left & Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi
seated on lotus, with circular lotus center, superb portrait, 
choice EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 149, 
ex Numismatic Fine Arts (27 June 1985, Lot 556) $1,500 - 1,800

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type to Narasimha I, 
dated circa 470-474.

1353. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.51g), KM-4918/20,
BMC-558/60, king standing, holding bow & arrow, traces of
Brahmi legend to left & Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi
seated on lotus, with circular lotus center, crude strike, with
reverse partially double-struck, EF, R $900 - 1,000

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type to Narasimha I, dated 
circa 470-474.

1354. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.51g), KM-4918/20,
BMC-558/60, king standing, holding bow & arrow, traces of
Brahmi legend to left & Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi
seated on lotus, with circular lotus center, 
nice portrait, EF, R $800 - 1,000

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type to Narasimha I, dated 
circa 470-474.

1355. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.50g), KM-4918/20,
BMC-558/60, king standing, holding bow & arrow, traces of
Brahmi legend to left & Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi
seated on lotus, with circular lotus center, pleasing 
portrait, EF, R $800 - 1,000

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type to Narasimha I, dated 
circa 470-474.

1356. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.54g), KM-4918/20,
BMC-558/60, king standing, holding bow & arrow, traces of
Brahmi legend to left & Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi
seated on lotus, with circular lotus center, excellent strike on 
both sides, EF, R $800 - 1,000

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type to Narasimha I, dated 
circa 470-474.

1357. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.55g), KM-4916/17,
BMC-561/69, Kumar p.387, king standing, holding bow & arrow,
Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi seated on lotus, with
triangular lotus center, indifferent style, EF-AU, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 150 $1,500 - 1,800

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type, with triangular lotus
center, to Narasimha II, dated circa 518-531.

1358. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.44g), KM-4916/17,
BMC-561/69, Kumar p.387, king standing, holding bow & arrow,
Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi seated on lotus, with
triangular lotus center, good style, choice EF-AU, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 151 $1,500 - 1,800

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type, with triangular lotus
center, to Narasimha II, dated circa 518-531.

1359. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.58g), KM-4916/17,
BMC-561/69, Kumar p.387, king standing, holding bow & arrow,
Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi seated on lotus, with
triangular lotus center, average style, VF-EF, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 154 $1,000 - 1,200

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type, with triangular lotus
center, to Narasimha II, dated circa 518-531.

1360. GUPTA: Narasimha, ca. 485-530, AV dinar (9.55g), KM-4916/17,
BMC-561/69, king standing, holding bow & arrow, traces of
Brahmi legend to left & Brahmi gre between his legs // Lakshmi
seated on lotus, with triangular lotus center, VF-EF, R $800 - 900

Sanjeev Kumar has reassigned this type, with triangular lotus
center, to Narasimha II, dated circa 518-531.

1361. ANDHRAS: Vilivayakura, ca. 50-100 AD, potin unit (3.07g),
BMC-53ff, caitya of four tiers, various symbols around // bow &
arrow, VF, RR $200 - 300
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1362. NARMADA VALLEY: Anonymous, 2nd-1st century BC, AE unit
(7.63g), Mitch-—, standing man, lion & blazing sun, uniface, 
bold VF, R $200 - 250

1363. PRAKASHE: Anonymous, ca. 200-150 BC, AE square unit
(4.83g), tree-in-railing, taurine to left // twisted swastika within
hollow cross, VF-EF, RR, 
ex William F. Spengler Collection $200 - 330

Rare locale in Western Khandesh region.

1364. PARATA RAJAS: Koziya, 1st century AD, AE unit (2.00g),
Senior-281, crowned head left // swastika, text around, VF $60 - 80

1365. PARATA RAJAS: Datavharna, 1st century AD, AE unit (3.43g),
Senior-290, standing king, holding sword & cross-like object //
swastika (also assigned to contemporary ruler Koziya), 
pleasing F-VF, R $100 - 120

1366. PARATA RAJAS: Datavharna, 1st century AD, AE unit (2.71g),
Senior-290.1, standing king, holding sword or something similar //
swastika (also assigned to contemporary ruler Koziya), 
decent F-VF, R $80 - 100

1367. SATAVANHANAS: Gautamiputras Sri Satakarni, 107-131, 
AR drachm (2.25g), Mitch-4961, 6-arch hill // Ujjain symbol,
overstruck on Nahapana drachm, EF $200 - 250

1368. VIDARBHA: Punchmarked, ca. 500-450 BC, AR ½ karshapana
(1.66g), elephant, unusual 6-arm star (twice), and ornate tourine,
lovely EF $110 - 150

1369. VIDARBHA: Anonymous, ca. 2nd century BC, AE square unit
(7.35g), Mitch-—, elephant & uncertain figure // large 3-part hill,
VF-EF, R $140 - 180

1370. WESTERN KSHATRAPAS: Jivadaman b. Damajadasri,
197-198, AR drachm (2.23g), ND, BMC-288/292, as
Mahakshatrapa, choice EF, R, 
ex William F. Spengler Collection $150 - 170

1371. WESTERN KSHATRAPAS: Prithvisena b. Rudrasena I, 222, 
AR drachm (2.29g), Saka 144, BMC-377, as Kshatrapa (only form
for this shortlived ruler), clear date, VF, RR, 
ex William F. Spengler Collection $140 - 180

1372. WESTERN KSHATRAPAS: Damajadasri II b. Rudrasena I,
232-233, AR drachm (2.01g), Saka 154, BMC-421/424, sufficiently 
clear date, F-VF, RR, ex William F. Spengler Collection $100 - 140

1373. WESTERN KSHATRAPAS: Dahrasena b. Indradatta, fl. 456, 
AR drachm (1.79g), ND, BMC-930/936, last ruler of the Western
Kshatrapas, EF, R, ex William F. Spengler Collection $120 - 160

Medieval India

1374. CHOLAS: Raja Raja I, 985-1014, AV 1/8 kahavanu (0.52g),
Mitch-SI.330, seated tiger, two fish to right, umbrella above, 
bold VF-EF $80 - 100

1375. ALUPAS OF UDIPI: Anonymous, ca. 13th century, AV pagoda
(3.65g), Mitch-—, two stylized fish beneath a canopy, flanked by
conch shell & lamp symbols // legend sri pandya dhananjaya in
Kannada script, EF, RR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 209 $200 - 250

Obverse as normally found with the Nagari legend, perhaps a
transitional type between the early Kannada and the later 

Nagari types.
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1376. ALUPAS OF UDIPI: Anonymous, ca. 13th century, AV pagoda
(3.61g), Mitch-1998:219/21, two stylized fish beneath a canopy,
flanked by conch shell & lamp symbols // legend sri pandya
dhananjaya in Nagari script, bold strike, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 210 $200 - 250

1377. SILAHARA OF KARAD: Anonymous, ca. 1050-1200, 
AV U-shape fanam (0.48g), Mitch-1998:247, punchmark type, with 
sri in Kannada plus uncertain symbols, choice EF, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 220 $400 - 500

1378. CHAHAMANAS OF SAKAMBHARI: Vigraharaja IV, 
ca. 1150-1164, AV dinar (3.95g), De-213a, Lord Rama, nimbate,
holding arrow in right hand, bow (without string and with little
curvature) in his left hand, standing amongst the trees and vines,
with the hamsa bird to the left, the lotus right, and the legend sri
rama // Devanagari legend srimad vigraharaja deva, excellent
strike, VF-EF, RRR, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 169 $4,000 - 5,000

The obverse image, with Rama portrayed with a monkey face,
reflects the 14 years that Rama sought the monkeys’ assistance

while wandering in the jungles searching for his lost consort Sita. 

A slightly better example was sold at the Classical Numismatic
Gallery Auction 15, Lot 78, for about $13,160 (February 2014).

1379. CHAHAMANAS OF SAKAMBHARI: Vigraharaja IV, ca.
1150-1164, AV dinar (4.06g), De-213d, Lord Rama, nimbate,
holding arrow in right hand, bow (with string) in his left hand,
standing amongst the trees and vines, with the hamsa bird to the
left, the lotus right, and the legend sri rama // Devanagari legend
srimad vigraharaja deva, some weakness near the rim, VF, RRR,
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 168 $4,000 - 5,000

The obverse image, with Rama portrayed with a monkey face,
reflects the 14 years that Rama sought the monkeys’ assistance
while wandering in the jungles searching for his lost consort Sita.

1380. CHALUKYAS: Anonymous, probably 11th century, 
AV punchmarked pagoda (3.73g), Mitch-634var,
Chattopadhyaya-109var, 4 punchmarks: lion, word sri (twice), and
undeciphered legend, plus one banker’s punchmark on the
reverse, crude VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 202 $200 - 250

Possibly as issue of Jayasimha II (1015-1043).

1381. CHALUKYAS: Kumarapala, before 1196, AV 4½ masha (4.10g),
De-148, Mitch-441/43, Gopal-XII.2a, four-armed Lakshmi seated,
bold VF-EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 178 $100 - 150

1382. CHANDELLAS OF BUNDELKHAND: Sallakshana Deva, early
12th century, AV 1-1/8 masha (1.00g), De-137, Gopal-IX.2a,
four-armed Lakshmi seated, cross-legged, choice VF, R, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 186 $150 - 200

1383. CHANDELLAS OF BUNDELKHAND: Jayavarman, early 12th
century, AV 1-1/8 masha (1.01g), De-—, Roy—, four-armed
Lakshmi seated, cross-legged, bold VF, RR, ex Skanda
Collection, Lot 188 $125 - 175

Roy published only the full 4½ masha for Jayavarman (whose name 
he read as either Viravarman or Bilavarman). Deyell lists only

copper jitals for Jayavarman (De-139/140).

1384. CHANDELLAS OF BUNDELKHAND: Paramarddi, ca.
1165-1200, AV 1-1/8 masha (1.03g), De-—, Roy—, four-armed
Lakshmi seated, cross-legged, debased gold, bold VF, RR, 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 191 $100 - 150

Mitchiner published only the full dinar of Paramarddi (Mitch-408),
but the quarter dinar (1-1/8 masha) was published in 1887 in the

“Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal”.

1385. HARIKELA: Harikela, ca. 7th century, AR ¼ unit (1.91g),
Mitch-LW.212, recumbent humped bull left // axial pole in temple
(aka Srivatsa), sun & moon above, without surrounding garlands
as on the full unit, nice strike, VF, RR $300 - 350

1386. HARIKELA: Late series, ca. 8th century, AR ¼ unit (16 ratti)
(1.91g), Mitch-217var, recumbent humped bull left // axial pole in
temple (aka Srivatsa), sun & moon above, without surrounding
garlands as on the full unit, VF, RR $220 - 260

1387. KADAMBAS OF GOA: Sivachitta, fl. 1147-1187, AV pagoda
(4.40g), Mitch-654/56, Chattopadhyaya-147, lion walking left, sun
& moon above, Nagari legend to left, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 193 $1,000 - 1,200

1388. KADAMBAS OF GOA: Sivachitta, fl. 1147-1187, AV pagoda
(4.40g), Mitch-654/56, Chattopadhyaya-147, lion walking left, sun
& moon above, Nagari legend to left, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 193 $1,000 - 1,200
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1389. KADAMBAS OF GOA: Anonymous, 13th century, AV pagoda
(3.64g), Mitch-660, Chattopadhyaya-161, ferocious lion seated
towards the left, ornate large ankusa to the left, lovely obverse,
but carelessly struck reverse (as is quite typical for this type),
VF-EF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 198 $500 - 600

1390. KALACHURIS OF KALYANI: tamp. Bijjala Kalachuri,
1156-1168, AV pagoda (3.41g), Mitch-1998:277,
Chattopadhyaya-116/17, punchmarked type with 9 punches: lion
(4x), sri (2x), sun & moon, and the word katacheh, choice EF, R,
ex Skanda Collection $220 - 300

1391. KALACHURIS OF KALYANI: Somesvara IV, 2nd reign, ca.
1184-1189, AV pagoda (3.39g), Mitch-1998:282, Elliott-87,
Chattopadhyaya-119, Garuda running right // Kannada 3-line
legend, VF, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 203 $500 - 600

1392. KALACHURIS OF RATNAPURA: Ratna Deva II, ca. 1120-1135,
AV 1-1/8 masha (0.98g), De-130, tiger with upraised tail jumping
on elephant, EF-AU, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 176 $140 - 180

1393. KALACHURIS OF RATNAPURA: Jajalladeva, ca. 1160-1168, AV 
1-1/8 masha (0.89g), De-132, tiger with upraised tail jumping on
elephant, choice AU, R, ex Skanda Collection, Lot 177 $120 - 160

1394. KALACHURIS OF TRIPURI: Gangeya Deva, ca. 1015-1040, 
AV 4½ masha (4.10g), De-119, Mitch-411, four-armed Lakshmi
seated, EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 172 $100 - 150

1395. NELLORE: Anonymous, 13th century, AV punchmark pagoda
(3.47g), Mitch-685, punchmarked sun & moon, sri (2x), lion (5x),
and the word bujabala, uniface, excellent strike, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 213, purchased from Stephen Album,
September 1987 $200 - 250

1396. SAMATATA: Sridahrana Rata, late 7th century, AV dinar 
(5.73g), Mitch-LW.65/67, archer standing // goddess 
standing right, EF $250 - 350

1397. SOUTH INDIA: COLLECTION of about 960 South Indian copper
coins, mostly known as “cash” or “kasu”, including a wide variety
of different types, mostly 14th-18th century, but a few earlier and a 
few later pieces included - amongst the states noted are
Vijayanagar, Chola, Muthu, Madurai (probably the largest group),
Travancore, Delhi Rajas, Raghunatha Nayaks, Thanjavur Nayaks, 
Tinamala, Mysore, “Sir Vira”, Virupati, Venad Kingdom, Narwar
Rajas, Samara Kolakalan, Ummattur Konga, Cannanore, and
many more, only about 20% are identified, the rest merely
identified as “cash” without any further details. This group
constitutes an amazing research group, with an almost
unbelievable variety of different types, a gem opportunity to
acquire a group with so large a wilderness of South Indian copper
coins. The South India copper “cash” are no longer available
inexpensively, either in India or elsewhere. Although no
comprehensive catalog exists, there have been many research
articles and books covering specific varieties of South India
copper. Nearly all in envelopes with the consignor’s label, but
about 30 pieces have separated from their envelopes during
shipment. Average condition F-VF, with lots of better examples,
especially of Madurai. Retail value $6000, 
ex Paul Stevens Collection,
lot of about 960 pieces $1,600 - 2,000

1398. VIJAYANAGAR: Deva Raya I and II, 1406-1446, AV pagoda
(3.39g), Mitch-879, Ramesan type 10, Umamahesvara type,
choice VF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 232 $150 - 200

1399. VIJAYANAGAR: Krishna Devaraya, 1505-1529, AV ½ pagoda
(1.71g), Mitch-900var, Balakrishna type, with chakra & conch
symbols, late style, probably late 16th century posthumous issue,
EF , ex Skanda Collection, Lot 237 $100 - 150

1400. VIJAYANAGAR: Krishna Devaraya, 1505-1529, AV ½ pagoda
(1.65g), Mitch-900var, Balakrishna type, VF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 236 $100 - 150

1401. WESTERN GANGAS: Anonymous, ca. 11th-13th century, 
AV pagoda (3.82g), Mitch-702, fancy caparisoned elephant, traces 
of Kanarese text behind // floral decoration, EF , 
ex Skanda Collection, Lot 217 $250 - 300

End of Session C
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